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Abstract 
Wireless communication has been experiencing many recent advances in mobile 
to mobile (M2M) applications. M2M communication systems differ from con-
ventional fixed to mobile systems by having both transmitter and receiver in low 
elevation and in motion. This raises the need to come up with new channel models 
and perform statistical analysis on M2M communication channels looking from a 
different perspective. This need motivated us to perform the research outlined in 
this thesis. 
In reviewing the literature we found that though in general the M2M chan-
nel models are sparse , a major gap exists in the non geometrical stochastic based 
mathematical channel models. In filling this gap , we develop a novel mathematical 
non geometrical stochastic multiple input mult iple output (MIMO) M21VI channel 
model for two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) scattering environ-
ments. This model is based on t he underlying physics of free space wave propa-
gation and can be used as a framework for any environment by selecting suitable 
complex scattering gain functions. In addition , we extend this novel model to mul-
t icarrier M2M which is t he first mult icarrier channel model in the non geometrical 
stochastic M2M category. 
Based on our novel M2M channel model, we carry out an extensive analysis 
in space-time correlation , space-frequency correlation and second order channel 
statistics . \Nith the choice of suitable parameters, this analysis and channel model 
can be used for any wireless environment . Thus, we claim that our novel chan-
nel model together with the analysis performed in this t hesis can be taken as a 
generalized framework. 
A significant contribution of our analysis is t he consideration of t he impact 
of t ransmitter and receiver speed to space-time and space-frequency correlation, 
V 
Vl 
which is not available in the literature. Using a von Mises-Fisher distribution as 
the angular power distribution , the usefulness of the derived temporal correlation 
function is discussed. The simulation results corroborate the fact that both space-
t ime and space-frequency correlations are reduced when transmitter or receiver 
speed increases. The rate of reduction of space-time correlation in von Mises-Fisher 
distribution scattering environment is more than in the isotropic environment. 
Under second order channel statistics, we consider Rice, Rayleigh and ak-
agami fading channels in four different non-isotropic scattering environments with 
angle of departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA) distributions given by (i) 
separable Truncated Gaussian, (ii) separable von-Mises , (iii ) truncated Gaussian 
bivariate and (iv) truncated Laplacian bivariate distributions. We show that the 
major second order statistics, namely, the level crossing rate (LCR) and the aver-
age fade duration (AFD) , in different fading channels can be expressed in terms 
of known scattering coefficients of the AoD and AoA distributions. 
As the channel models and their respective measurements provide reliable 
knowledge of the channel for the design and analysis of M2M systems, the pro-
posed channel model and the corresponding analysis will be useful for the design, 
testing and performance evaluation of future M2M communication systems. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
vVe present a brief introduction to mobile to mobile (M2M) communication sys-
tems emphasizing their potential for fulfilling the high capacity demands in future 
mobile wireless communication netvvorks. vVe motivate the research and summa-
rize the main thesis contribu ions . In the final section we provide an outline and 
organization of the thesis. 
1.1 An Overview of M2M Systems 
In the litera urn one can find various definit ions for M2M systems. Some refer to it 
as "machine to machine communica ions'' where technologies allow both wireless 
and wired systems to communicate with other devices with the same ability, while 
others refer to "mobile o mobile' communications where echnologies allow both 
ends of the wireless systems to communicate while they are moving. In this thesis 
we focus on the latter mobile to mobile communication. 
A communication system in which both he transmitter and receiver are m 
motion is referred to as a M2M communication system. These systems differ 
from conven ional fixed to mobile (F2t/I) radio system where the base station 
is fixed and its elevation is ypically high. In modern communications, such as 
in er-vehicular communications, mobile ad hoc wireless ne works . relay-based cel-
lular radio ne work and intelligent ransport ystems, :\I2:M sy terns play a major 
role [1]. 
1 
2 Introduction 
In inter-vehicular communications, a main moving vehicle communicates with 
one or more other moving vehicles in different locations. This situation is a com-
mon scenario in cases of emergency or disaster events between rescue squads , 
emergency vehicles and military or security squad vehicles [2]. 
Mobile ad hoc networks can be viewed as a collection of autonomous nodes 
or terminals that communicate together by forming a multi-hop radio network 
where connectivity is decentralized [3]. The individual nodes can join or leave t he 
network at any time and because of the node movements, their network topology 
may be temporal (time-varying). Various types of new networks, such as vehicular 
ad hoc networks (VANET) , emerged as a result of the development in mobile 
ad hoc networks. VANETs have the ability to provide communication between 
vehicles and between vehicles and road side units. In addition VA ETs play an 
important role in recently introduced concepts such as smart cities and living labs 
and give the benefits of pollution and congestion reduction, accidents prevention 
and safer roads [4]. 
Relays in wireless networks are commonly used to extend the coverage and 
increase the capacity of the network. Relay-based cellular radio networks mainly 
consist of a base station, a few relay stations and a large number of mobile sta-
tions [2]. 
Intelligent transport systems will play an important role in a more efficient use 
of existing infrastructure. The safety and reliability demands of these systems are 
extremely important since driver functions are (partly) automated [5]. Dedicated 
short range communication (DSRC) and wireless access in a vehicular environ-
ment (WAVE) are emerging standards for intelligent transport systems focussed 
on improving traveler safety, efficiency and productivity [6]. 
The dedicated IEEE standard for vehicular communications is 802. llp , also 
known as \NAVE (IEEE, 2010). The European equivalent is the ETSI standard 
intelligent transportation systems (ITS)-G5 (ETSI, 2010). Both standards operate 
in the 5.9 GHz band and are mainly based on the well-known wireless local area 
network (vVLAN) standard IEEE 802. lla (IEEE , 2007). 
In order to enhance the performance of M2M communication systems for t he 
applications given above and to meet the challenges introduced by the development 
of future NI2M radio transmission systems , a detailed understanding of M2M radio 
1.2 Research Framework 3 
channels is essential. 
1.2 Research Framework 
The main objectives of the thesis including a brief motivation followed by a sum-
mary of our contributions are given in this section. 
1.2.1 Motivation 
As per the statistics given by Global mobile Suppliers Association (GSA), by 
the end of year 2012 global mobile market consisted of 6.39 billion subscriptions 
including 68.33 million long-term evolution (LTE) subscribers. Though research in 
the F2M discipline is matured , M2M research is still in its infancy. In order to cater 
the growing demand for M2M applications, extensive M2M research is essential, 
especially in the physical layer as even a small improvement in the physical layer 
may result in order of magnitude improvement in the real application. This need 
motivates us to carry out our research to develop novel realistic channel models 
together wit h extensive analysis. 
1.2.2 Specific Contributions 
In designing and developing wireless M2M communication-systems , channel mod-
eling and simulations play a major role. The available M2M channel model cate-
gorization in the literature is depicted in Fig. 1.1 where our contributions in this 
thesis lie in the areas labeled in bold. 
Specifically, the contributions from our research in t he areas mentioned above 
can be summarized as follows. 
• Under stochastic channel models, t hough, one can find many geometry based 
models in the literature, non geometry based models are very sparse. In filling 
this gap , we introduce our novel mathemat ical non geometrical stochastic 
M2M channel model for two dimensional (2D) and t hree dimensional (3D) 
scattering environments in Chapter 3. This model is based on the underlying 
4 Introduction 
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Models 
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I 
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F igu re 1. 1: The available 1I21I channel model categorization (Thesis contribution 
areas are indicated in bold) . 
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physics of free space wave propagation and can be used as a framework for 
any environment by selecting suitable complex scattering gain functions . 
• Further , we extend this novel model to multicarrier M2M which is the first 
multicarrier channel model in the non geometrical stochastic M2M category. 
• In addition, we carry out an extensive analysis in space-time correlation, 
space-frequency correlation and second order channel statistics on our novel 
M2M channel model. With the choice of suitable parameters, these analyses 
and channel models can be used for virtually any wireless environment. Thus , 
we claim that our novel channel model together with the analysis performed 
in this thesis can be taken as a generalized framework. 
• A significant contribution of our analysis is the consideration of the impact 
of transmitter and receiver velocities on space-time and space-frequency cor-
relation, which is not available in the literature prior to our work. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 - cat egorizes most of the M2M channel models available in the lit-
erature. Together with the models, we discuss the available channel mea-
surements and simulation methods for M2M. The last section of Chapter 2 
presents an summary of the chapter . 
Chapter 3 - introduces our novel M2M channel model for 2D and 3D scat-
tering environments , which can be used as a framework for any scattering 
environment by selecting a suitable scattering gain function. We claim this 
novel model to be the only available mathematical non geometrical stochas-
tic M2M channel model to be found the literature to date. In addition , t his 
model is further extended to obtain the multicarrier M2M channel model. 
Chapter 4 - develops space-time cross correlation and channel temporal cor-
relation for the M2M channel model introduced in Chapter 2, which is for 
both 2D and 3D scattering environments. Further , this chapter discusses 
6 Introduction 
the effect of transmitter velocity, receiver velocity, angle of arrival (AoA) 
and angle of departure (AoD) on channel temporal correlation in addit ion to 
t he effects of t ime delay and receiver antenna pacings in 2D and 3D M2M 
scattering environments . 
Chapter 5 - scrutinizes the impact of space-frequency correlation in multicarrier 
M21VI channel model for 2D and 3D scattering environments. As shown in 
t he literature, space-frequency correlation will help design multiple antenna 
transmitters and receivers. Thus , an analysis of space-frequency correlation 
simulations for multicarrier M2M channel model is given in this chapter . 
Chapter 6 - focuses on second-order channel statistics, mainly level crossing rate 
and average fade duration for the novel M2M channel model. vVe corroborate 
t he analysis wit h simulations and tho e results with available experimental 
results in t he literature . 
Chapter 7 - concludes the thesis elaborating on the main findings and point ing 
out future research directions. 
Chapter 2 
Review of Mobile to Mobile 
Channel Models, Measurements 
and Simulations 
Modeling the propagation channel in communication systems has been of interest 
from t he beginnings of such systems, as it helps in performance evaluat ion, param-
eter optimizat ion , and testing of such syst ems. vVith t he advancement in mobile to 
mobile (M2M) communicat ion systems, t he need for bettef channel models arises. 
Many researchers have contributed towards this need and a collection of channel 
models can be found in the lit erature. We have summarized the categories of t hese 
exist ing channel models, as shown in Fig. 1.1 from Chapter 1. 
In analyzing the literature we have found many drawbacks as well as opportu-
nit ies for improvement in channel models. While this chapter gives details on t he 
exist ing M2M channel models, t he chapters t o follow point out when and where 
our novel channel model surpasses the models described in this chapter. The first 
part of this chapter deals with t he available M2M channel models while the lat-
ter sections discuss channel measurements relat ed to M2M channels and available 
simulation methods. 
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2.1 Channel Modeling 
Th term channel refers to the medium between the transmitting antenna and the 
receiving antenna. As the wireless signal travels from t he t ransmitting antenna 
to t he receiving antenna, its characteristics change based on the distance between 
the two antennas , the path(s) taken by the signal , transmitter velocity, receiver 
velocity and the environment around the path. The channel can consist of a 
number of components which may cause t he transmitted signal to undergo mult iple 
reflections , refractions, and diffractions. Reliable transmission of a signal through 
a communication channel faces challenges such as delay and phase shift, noise and 
interference, path loss and shadowing [7]. In order to determine the characteristics 
of the received signal from the transmitted signal, we can model t he medium 
between t he transmitter and receiver. This model of t he medium is called channel 
model. 
Modeling parameters can be decided mainly based on temporal aspects and 
spatial aspects . While fading signal envelopes, Doppler shifts of received signals 
and received power level distribut ions are the main components in temporal as-
pects, spatial aspects characterize the angle of arrival, angle of departure and the 
distribut ion of arriving waves. 
2.2 Mobile to Mobile Channel Modeling 
Recently introduced JVI2JVI communication systems permit bot h transmitter and 
receiver to be mobile whereas the earlier fixed to mobile (F2M) radio channels 
had t he base station fixed. These M2M systems have become an essent ial part 
in modern communication such as inter-vehicular communications, mobile ad hoc 
wireless networks, relay-based cellular radio networks and intelligent transport 
systems [l ]. In modeling M2M system we face addit ional challenges in both 
t he transmitter movement and having a more challenging scattering environment 
around the transmitter. 
In order to face those additional challenges and upcoming problems in M2M 
channel modeling, a literature review was performed as the first step of our re-
search . This literature review will be detailed in this chapter starting wit h our 
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classification of existing M2M channel models. 
2.3 M2M Channel Model Classification 
This section is devoted for the analysis of currently available M2M channel mod-
els. The models proposed so far can be mainly categorized based on t he type 
of channel that is being considered or t he modeling approach taken. Few of the 
common models under channel type are narrowband (flat fading) versus wideband 
( frequency selective) models and t ime-varying versus t ime-invariant models. As 
the main aim of our thesis is based on t he analysis of M2M channel modeling, we 
perform the classification of channel models wit h t he modeling approach. 
In approaching M2M channel models, we first present t he existing classifica-
t ion of F2M channels referenced in [8] . Under this classification , F2M channels are 
broadly divided into physical models and analytical models. T he main difference 
in these two classification is that analytical models consider wave propagation to-
gether with antenna configuration while physical models consider t he propagation 
mechanisms independent of the antenna configuration [8]. 
Physical channel models can be further split into: 
Deterministic models - where t he physical propagation paramet ers are char-
acterized in a complet ely deterministic manner ( examples are ray t racing 
and stored measurement data) , 
Geometry-based stochastic models [2, 9- 11] - where the model is character-
ized by the laws of wave propagation applied to specific transmitter (Tx), 
receiver (Rx), and scatterer geometries, which are chosen in a stochastic 
manner , and 
Non geometric stochastic models [12] - where physical parameters (angle of 
depart ure (AoD), angle of arrival (AoA) , delay, etc.) are determined in a 
completely stochastic way by prescribing underlying probability distribut ion 
functions wit hout assuming an underlying geometry. 
This charact erization appears in [13]. 
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Similarly analytical models can also be divided mainly into propagation mo-
tivated models and correlation-based models. While the first model characterizes 
the impulse response through propagation parameters the latter models the chan-
nel matrix statistically in terms of the correlations between the matrix entries . 
Popular models under the propagation-motivated models include finite scatterer 
model [14], the maximum entropy model [15], and t he virtual channel representa-
tion [16] while Kronecker model [17] and the Weichselberger model [18] are for the 
correlation-based models. 
vVe extend the above F2M classification to M2M channel models. The available 
M2M models in the literature could be categorized only under physical models and 
each of the sub-models for M2M will be discussed in detail in the sections to follow. 
2.3.1 Deterministic Physical Models 
The goal of deterministic physical models (DPM) is to reproduce the physical radio 
propagation process for a given environment. T his is achieved through storing the 
geometric and electromagnetic characteristics of t he environment in files and simu-
lating the process. As the DPM are based on the environment reproduction, their 
results have a good level of accuracy and they can be used to replace measurements 
where it is difficult to carry out the measurement process in real world. The main 
drawback of these models is that each model represent one specific environment at 
a given t ime and mult iple runs are needed to represent different environments [8] . 
A variety of models are discussed under DPM such as method of moments 
(MoM), finite difference in time domain (FDTD) and ray tracing (RT) models. 
Out of these, RT models are considered to be the most appropriate for radio 
propagation, at least in urban areas. RT models use the theory of geometrical 
optics to treat reflection and transmission on plane surfaces and diffraction on 
rectilinear edges [19]. As RT models consider waveguiding effects and diffraction 
effects t hey are proved to give very accurate results. For M2M channel models, 
RT model is the only model available under deterministic physical model category. 
The first RT model for M2M was introduced in [20] where the approach consists 
of three major parts : the modeling of the road traffic , the modeling of the environ-
ment adj acent to t he road lane and the modeling of the wave propagation between 
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the vehicles. A ray-optical approach is used to model the wave propagation , which 
allows for wideband as well as narrowband analysis of the channel. 
2.3.2 Geometry-Based Stochastic Physical Models 
The Geometry-Based Stochastic Physical Models (GBSPM) are similar to RT 
models discussed above but the difference between them is that t he locations of 
the scatterers of GBSPM are taken from a statistical distribution [21]. The main 
advantage of GBSPM is its adaptability to different scenarios by changing the 
shape of the scattering region such as one-ring, two-ring, etc. [21]. The first GB-
SPM for isotropic single input single output (SISO) M2M Rayleigh fading channels 
was proposed in [2] . The available GBSPM are discussed in this section and the 
symbols used are summarized in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. 
Akki and Harber Model 
Akki and Harber [2] were the first to propose a M2M channel model. This channel 
model is based on the concept t hat the scatterers and reflectors in the vicinity of 
t he mobile transmitter will scatter or reflect most of t he transmitted energy and 
will t end to modify the directional pattern of the transmitting antenna . A basic 
assumption used in this model is that omnidirectional antennas are used by both 
transmitting and receiving vehicles. By taking Re {A0u(t)eJwot} as the t ransmitted 
signal (u(t) = eJwt) and 6.¢ as the received signal due to scatterers and reflectors 
in t he incremental angle around t he azimuthal ¢Ri, the channel as a filt er with 
t ime-varying transfer function H (f , t ) is given by 
n 
H (f, t) = L Q(</>Ri, t)e- j(wo+w)T\ (2. 1) 
i=l 
where the radial frequencies w0 and w are carrier and input signal frequencies , 
respectively . . The signal is assumed to be received from n azimuthal angles and 
Q(</>Ri, t) is defined as a complex Gaussian process whose magnitude value is the 
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Pararn.eter description Symbol 
Local scatterers around the t ransmitter s(m) ( - 2 ) T m- 1, , ... 
Local scatterers around t he receiver s~n\n = 1, 2, ... ) 
AoD </>~n) 
AoA <l>C::) 
The distance between the transmitter 
and the receiver D 
The antenna spacings at the transmitter br 
The antenna spacings at t he receiver 6R 
Radius of local scatterers around the t ransmitter Rr 
Radius of local scatterers around t he receiver RR 
The t ilt angle between the x-axis and the 
orientation of the antenna array at the t ransmitter f3r 
The tilt angle between the x-axis and the 
orientation of the antenna array at the receiver f3R 
The t ransmitter velocity Vy 
The r ceiver velocity VR 
The angle of Transmitter motion O'.y 
The angle of Receiver motion O'.R 
The numbers of local scatterers around 
the transmitter j"\J 
The number of local scatterers around the receiver N 
Free space wave numb r k0 = 21r / >. 
Carrier wavelength /\ 
l\Iaximum Doppler frequencies caused by the movement 
of the transmitter f - V /A Tmax - T 
"i\Iaxinmm Doppler frequencies caused by the movement 
of t he receiver f Rmax = VR//\ 
Transmitter antenna elements ny 
Receiver antenna elements nR 
Table 2.1: Parameters used in Geometry-Based Stochastic Physical ~Iodel 
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envelope of t he signal received from t he azimuthal angle <PRi ± 6.¢/2. T hen ) 
(2.2) 
where ri is a Rayleigh distributed random variable and ¢: is uniformly distributed 
in [O) 211) with 
I I / ( ) m. = <D · - WR· + Wy · T . 
"f"'l I 1, 1, 1, 'l,; (2. 3) 
~ here ' i denotes he cent ral (mean) value of t ime delay. The radial frequencies 
Ri and Ti ) are independent Doppler shifts given by 
211 I 
R . = - VR COS 0R· i >- 't' i) (2.4) 
and 
211 
Wy · = - Vy COS @y · . i >- , i, (2 . .s) 
where ch Ri and Ori are random angles of incidence on the receiver and on the 
catterer near t he transmitter ) respectively. They are assumed to be independent. 
The final t ran fer function of this channel model becomes: 
n 
H (f , t) = L riej ((wRi+wri )t+od e-jWTi . (2.6) 
i=l 
The channel model ho"- that each path i di persive in both time and frequency, 
and redu ·e to time disper iYe path if the mobile tran mitter i tationary (2). 
The Geometrical Two-Ring_ odel 
T he geom trical h\-o-ring model for a narroKband ~121\1 multiple input multiple 
output (~ID IO) channel (22] as hown in Fig. 2.2 i. di. cu ed in thi. ·. ection. 
Though for implicity. an elementary antenna configuration where both the 
tran mitter and the recei,-er are equipped "ith only t°\\-o omnidirectional antenna.· 
i considered in this model. thi~ model can be extended to any number of antenna.· . 
The transmitter and the recei,-er are as ·urned to be both mobile and no line of 
ic,ht (Lo ) pat h exi t between them. 
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General assumptions made on this model are: 
1. The transmitter and the receiver are surrounded by a large number of local 
scatterers. 
2. Due to the high path loss, the contribut ions of remote scatterers to the total 
received power are not considered , only local scattering is considered . 
3. All waves reaching t he receiver antenna array are equal in power. 
4. The radii Rr and RR are small in comparison with D. 
5. Condition 
applies as the antenna spacings 5r and 5R are generally small in comparison 
with the radii Rr and RR· 
6. Each scatterer stm) on the ring around the t ransmitter introduces an 111-
finitesimal constant gain Em = 1/ vM and a random phase shift em· 
7. On the receiver side, each scatterer st) introduces a constant gain E n 
1/ VN and a random phase shift e n · 
8. The phase shifts em and en are assumed to be independent , identically dis-
tributed (i.i .d.) random variables with a uniform distribution over the inter-
val [O, 21r). 
From the geometrical two-ring model shown in Fig. 2.2 we can observe that 
the mth homogeneous plane wave is emitted from the first antenna element A¥) 
of the transmitter. This plane wave travels over the local scatterers stm) and Shn) 
before received on the first antenna element A~) of the receiver. Based on this , 
the diffuse component of the channel describing the link from A¥) to A~) can be 
written as : 
M ,N 
hu(rii) = lim L Emn eJ(()mn+k~m) 7r-k~) 7R-koDmn) (2.7) 
J\I ,N-+oo 
m,n=l 
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where Emn and ()mn denote the joint gain and joint phase shift caused by the 
interaction of the scatterers stm) and s<;) , respectively, k~m) is the wave vector 
pointing in the propagation direction of the m th transmitted plane wave, and 7 T 
denotes the spatial translation vector of the transmitter , k~) is the wave vector 
pointing in the propagation direction of the nth received plane wave, 7 R denotes 
the spatial translation vector of the receiver , Dmn is the length of the total distance 
which a plane wave travels from A¥) to A~) via the scatterers stm) and s<;). 
Based on the assumptions given above, the joint gains Emn and joint phases 
()mn in (2.7) can be expressed as: 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
where mod denotes the modulo operation. The variables ()mn are i.i.d. random 
variables uniformly distributed over [O, 21r). 
The phase changes k~m) · 7 T and k~) · 7 R in (2.7) are due to the motion of 
the transmitter and receiver , respectively, and can be expressed as: 
---+k (m) -+ 2 f (,1-,(m) ) T . r T = 7r T max COS '+'T - 01,y t (2.10) 
---+k (n) -+ 2 f ( ,1-,(n) ) R . r R = - 7r Rm ax COS '+'R - aR t (2.11) 
In this model, the ¢~m) and ¢~) are independent random variables determined 
by the distribution of the local scatterers. Furthermore, the phase change koDmn 
in (2. 7) is due to the total distance traveled and can be written as: 
(2.12) 
where dim , dmn and dn 1 are the lengths as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. These distances 
can be approximated by using Rr >> 6r, RR>> 5R , and v1I+x ~ l + x/2(x << 1) 
as follows: 
(2.13) 
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d r--, D R ,+.(n) R ,+.(m) mn r--, + R COS cp R - T COS 'PT (2. 14) 
(2.15) 
Finally, u ing the above equations, the diffuse component of the link from A¥) 
to A~) is approximately expressed as: 
where 
f (m) = f cos(,+.(m) - Cl'. ) . T Tmax 'PT T , 
f (n) = J cos(,+.(n) - Cl'. ) . R Rmax 'PR R , 
and 
(2.16) 
(2. 17) 
(2.18) 
(2. 19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
\Vhile the diffuse component h22 (t) of the link from Ar) to A~) can be obtained 
from ( 2 .16) by replacing am and bn by their respective complex conjugates a~ and 
b~. the diffuse components h12 (t) and h21 (t) can directly be obtained from (2.7) by 
performing the substitutions am---+ a~ . and bn ---+ b~: respectively. The stochastic 
channel matrix . H ( t) . ,,-hich describes completely the reference model of the above 
t,,-o-ring ::-II:\IO frequency non elective Rayleigh fading channel can be derived by 
the combination of the four diffuse components hij(t)(i. j = 1. 2) of the A¥) to AW 
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link , resulting in 
(2.24) 
The Geometrical Double-Ring Model 
One of the main disadvant ages of the Geometrical two-ring model [22] is that the 
complex faded envelope depends on the dist ance between scat terers and antenna 
elements which is an unknown parameter in most simulation t rials. The Geomet-
rical Double-Ring Model discussed in this section is based on t he "double-ring" 
geometrical model proposed in [23]. This model is for MIMO M2M Rayleigh fading 
channels [24], where the complex faded envelope is not dependent on the distance 
between scatterers and antenna elements. 
General assumptions made on this model are: 
1. A narrowband MIMO communication system wit h nr transmit and nR re-
ceive omnidirectional antenna elements 
2. The radio propagation environment is characterized by two dimensional(2D) 
scattering with non line of sight (NLoS) condit ions between the t ransmitter 
and the receiver. 
3. MIMO channel can be described by an nR x nr matrix 
of complex faded envelopes. 
4. The number of local scatterers around the t ransmitter and the receiver is 
infinite . 
Fig. 2.3 shows a geometrical "double-ring" model for MIMO M2M channel 
with nr = n R = 2 antenna elements. 
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The received complex faded envelope can be approximated by 
NI,N 
h (t) = lim 1 ~ ejko(dvm+dmn+dnq)+j21r(JF+f''li)t+jemn, 
pq M ,N-+oo -/"MN m~l (2.25) 
(2.26) 
and 
(2.27) 
Finally, the symbols drm , dmn, and dnq denote distances A<:l -stm), stm) -s<;l , 
and s<;l - A~), respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.3. It is assumed that ¢~ml, ¢~), 
and the phases <Pmn are mutually independent random variables, and that <Pmn are 
uniformly distributed on the interval [-1r, 1r). 
Distances dpm,dmn , and dnq can be expressed as functions of random variables 
¢~m) and¢~). From Fig. 2.3, assuming maxc5r, 5R << maxRr , RR<< D and invok-
ing the law of cosines, these distances are 
dpm = Rr - 0.55r cos( ¢~m) - /3r), 
and 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
Equations (2.28) and (2.29) can be generalized for any number of transmit and 
receive antennas as follows: 
dpm = Rr - 5r(0.5nr + 0.5 - p) cos( ¢~m) - /3r), (2.31) 
and 
(2.32) 
where parameters p and q take values from the sets p E {1, ... , nr} and q E 
{1, ... , nR} , respectively. Substituting (2.30), (2.31), (2.32) into (2.25), the com-
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plex faded envelope of the link A¥!) - A~) becomes 
. l J'vf,N 
hpq(t ) = hm VAfN ~ ap,mbn,q exp{j27r (f ,P + f "];Jt + jfJmn + jfJo} , (2.33) 
M ,N---+oo NJ JV ~ 
m ,n=l 
where fJ0 = -(271 / >. )(RT+ D + RR) and 
ap,m = exp{jko(0 .5ny + 0.5 - p)bT cos(¢~m) - f3T }, 
and 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
vVhen we compare the Geometrical two-ring model [22] with t he Geometrical 
Double-Ring Model [24], other than the assumption in (2.30) , the rest are the same. 
Due to that assumption, [22] has an additional component in the transfer func-
tion that is c = eJ 2;_(Rrcos¢~ml_ RRcos¢t;l ) needs RT RR which are unknown , , mn , , , 
parameters in most simulation trials. Thus , [24] has better modeling aspects with 
regard to application. 
The Geometrical Modified Two-Ring Model 
In this model [25], we describe t he modified geometrical two ring(MGTR) model 
for narrowband MIMO M2M channels. MGTR is based on the extension of single-
bounce two ring (SBTR) model [26]. The geometry of modified two-ring model is 
shown in Fig. 2.4 
General assumptions made on this model are : 
1. A narrowband MIMO communication system radio propagation environment 
is characterized by 2D scattering with LoS conditions between the trans-
mitter and the receiver. 
2. The MIMO channel is de cribed by an nR x ny matrix and for simplicity use 
ny = nR = 2 antenna elements , where local scatterers of NJ ST and NJ SR are 
modeled to be distributed on two separate rings . 
3. Only single-bounce rays are considered and multiple bounces are treated as 
secondary effects which avoid t he problem of double-bounce two-ring model. 
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4. Radii Rr and RR are small in comparison with D which is t he distance 
between the transmitter and the receiver , i. e., 
max{Rr , RR}<< D. 
5. Finally, 
The positive random variables g'!p and gR represent the amplitudes of the wave 
scattered by S'!J!' and SR, which also include t he antenna gains at <pr and <PR· w;p 
and WR are the associated phase shifts. 
The symbols ¢r and ¢ R denote the main AoD and the main AoA, respectively 
and the symbols <pr and <p R denote the auxiliary AoD and t he auxiliary AoA, 
respectively. Furthermore, 26 is the maximum angle spread at M Sr, determined 
by the scattering around MS R. Similarly 26' is t he maximum angle spread at 
MSR , determined by the scattering around MSr. 
(2 .36) 
-
where the first and the second summations correspond to t he M Sr and NI SR rings , 
respectively. 
Frequencies ff and JJ are given by 
f~ = frmax cos(ar - <p}) + fR max Cos(aR - cp}), (2 .37) 
and 
f J = frmax cos(ar - <pk,)+ fRm ax Cos(aR - cpk,). (2.38) 
The Geometrical Two-Erose-Ring Model 
In [27] the authors proposed a geometrical Two-Erase-Ring model for the narrow-
band MIMO M2M channel. In this model it is assumed that direct LoS is not 
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available. The Two-Erose-Ring model is shown in Fig. 2.5 , where two t ransmit an-
tennas and two receive antennas are urrounded by scatterers as two-erose-rings. 
The distance of local scatterers around the transmitter and , the receiver from 
origins are denoted as Ry and RR respectively, and are defined by 
Rr = Rr cos w-:p (2.39) 
and 
(2. 40) 
where Rr = max{ Ry} and RR = max{ RR} denote the ring radii of tran mitter 
and receiver, respectively, while wy and wR are normal distributed random vari-
ables over interval (-11/2 , 1r/ 2). This geometrical two-erose-ring model is much 
closer to the reality than t he two-ring model for dist ances between scatterers and 
transmitter (receiver) are not fixed but random variable depending on wy(wR) . 
General assumptions made on this model are : 
1. In this model, due to high path loss t he contribut ions of remote scatterers 
to the total received power can be neglected. Hence only local scattering is 
considered . 
2. The radii Rr and RR are small in comparison with D , i. e., 
max{Rr , RR} << D. 
3. As the antenna spacing 6r and 6R are generally small in comparison with 
Ry and RR , i. e. , 
4. The number of local scatterers around t he transmitter and th receiver are 
infinite. Such propagation condit ions generally occur between outdoor mo-
bile uni ts in urban areas. 
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The time-space received faded envelope can be written as: 
(2.41) 
where Emn and Bmn denote the joint gain and joint phase shift caused by the 
interaction of the scatterers sim) and st) , respectively. It is shown in [22] that 
the joint gain, Emn and joint phase shift , ()mn can be expressed as: 
(2.42) 
and 
(2.43) 
where Bmn is uniformly distributed over [O, 27!-). As Dmn is the length of the total 
distance which a plane wave travels from A} to Ak via the scatterers sim) and 
skn) ) it can be written as: 
(2.44) 
where dim, dmn and din are illustrated in Fig. 2.5 and can be expressed as functions 
of random variables Wy ) WR , <Pr and <PR· 
The signal received from a scatterer to two receive antennas under this model 
is shown in Fig. 2.6. Assuming 
and invoking the law of cosines , these distances are 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
and 
(2.47) 
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A (2) 
R 
s(n) 
R 
Figure 2.6: Signal received at two antennas from the scatter in geometrical two-erose-
ring model 
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In (2.41) k!''r is the wave vector pointing in the propagation direction of them 
th transmitted plane wave , and 7 T denotes the spatial translation vector of the 
transmitter. With a similar definition fork R and 7 R , the phase changes k r ·? T 
and k R · ? R can be expressed as: 
(2.48) 
and 
(2.49) 
Substituting (2.42)- (2 .47) into (2 .41) the complex faded envelope of the link 
A} to A k becomes 
where 
FF = ! Tmax cos( ¢r:; - ay)' 
and 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
(2 .52) 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
Extending the above 2 x 2 antennas M2M reference channel model based on 
geometrical two-erose-ring model to nr x nR MIMO M2M reference model where 
nr , nR > 2, the diffuse component of the link from the transmit antenna element 
Ar ( i = 1, 2, ... , ny) to the receive antenna element Ak (j = 1, 2, ... , nR) can be 
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written as : 
JVI ,N 
h (t) = lim 1 ~ 
pq M,N-+= vMN L 
m,n=l 
a b C e j21ru;+ rR)t+jFJmn-jFJo m n mn , (2.57) 
where 
a m = ej((nr+l)/2-p)ko<lr cos(cVF-!3r), (2.58) 
(2.59) 
C _ ejko(Rr coswr cos ¢,!F- RR coswR cos ¢Fl.) mn - , (2.60) 
PF = fr max cos ( </Jr;': - ar) , (2. 61 ) 
(2.62) 
and 
(2.63) 
The Combination of a Two Ring and an Ellipse Model 
This model is a combination of a single- and a double-bounce two-ring model, a 
single-bounce ellipse model, and the LoS component [13]. The geometry of t his 
model is shown in Fig. 2.7 where both nr and nR are equipped with omnidirectional 
low elevation antennas. As an example, uniform linear antenna arrays with nr = 
nR = 2 are u ed here. 
In Fig. 2. 7, 5 (ni) represents the n 1 th ( n 1 = 1, ... , Ni) effective scatterer lying 
on a ring of radius Rr. Similar notation applies to 5 (n2 ) and 5 (n3 ) . In the case of 
5(n3 ), N 3 effective scatterers lie on an ellipse with the Tx and Rx located at the 
foci. vVhen f denotes the half length of the distance between the two focal points 
of the ellipse , the distance between the Tx and Rx is given by D = 2f. 
General assumptions made on this model are: 
1. In this model , it is normally assumed that Rr and RR and the difference 
between the semi-major axis a and the parameter f , are all much greater 
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Figure 2. 7: A generic channel model combining a two-ring model and an ellipse model with LoS components, single- and 
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than the antenna element spacings 5r and 5R, i. e., min{Rr, RR, a - f} >> 
max{ 5r, 5R}-
The AoA of t he wave t raveling from an effective scatt erer S(ni) ( i E { 1, 2, 3} ) 
toward the Rx is denoted by <p~i) . The AoD of the 'Nave that impinges on the 
effective scatterer S(ni) is designated by l;i) . Note that ¢~0 s denotes t he AoA of 
q 
a LoS path. 
The MIMO fading channel can be described by a matrix H (t ) = [hpq(t )]nRxny of 
size nR xnr . The received complex fading envelope between the pth (p = 1, .. . , nr) 
Tx and the qth (q = 1, . . . , nR ) Rx at the carrier frequency f c is a superposit ion 
of the LoS , single- , and double-bounced components, and can be expressed as: 
(2.64) 
where 
(2.65) 
i=l 
"[? f ( ' (ni) ) 2 f ("'(ni) )] X eJ ~ 1r Tmax t cos <Py -~IT + Ti Rmax t cos '+' R - 1 R (2.66) 
and 
(2.67) 
The Combination of a Two Ring and a Multiple Confocal Ellipses Model 
\Vhile t he combination of a two ring and an ellipse model given above shows 
a narrm,-band single user l\ II IO l\ I2_ I multicarrier communication system, the 
combination of a two ring and a multiple confocal ellipses model given in this 
section considers a wideband l\ IIl\ IO l\ I2 I communication system [2 ] . Fig. 2. 
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illustrates the geometry of the model considering both single- and double-bounced 
rays , as well as the LoS components. 
Similar to the notation applied in the above section, s(ni ,i ) represents the n1\ 
' ( n 1,1 = 1, ... , N1,1 ) effective scatterer and this model has N1,3 effective scatterers 
on the zth ellipse, i.e. , the zth tap, where l = 1, 2, ... , L with L being the total 
number of ellipses or taps. 
In Fig. 2.8 , ¢f:_1'1), ¢f:_1'2), and ¢f:_1'3) represent the AoA of the wave traveling 
from an effective scatterer s(ni ,i), s(ni ,2), and s(ni ,3 ) toward the Rx, respectively. 
Similarly, ¢¥!'1 '1), ¢¥!'1'2), and ¢¥!'1'3) denote the AoD of the wave that arrives on 
the effective scatterers s (n i, i), s(ni, 2), and s(ni ,3 ), respectively, while ¢Los denotes 
the AoA of a LoS path. 
The MIMO fading channel for this model is given by H(t) = [hpq(t , T')]nR xnr , 
where according to the tap delay line (TDL) concept , the complex impulse response 
between the pth (p = 1, ... ,nr) Tx, Tp, and the qth (q = 1, ... ,nR) Rx, Rq , can 
be expressed as: 
L 
hpq(t , T1) = L c1h1 ,pq(t)6(T1 - T!). 
l= l 
(2.68) 
The gain of the zth tap is given by c1 while hl ,pq(t) and T{ denote the com-
plex time-variant tap coefficient and the discrete propagation delay of the zth tap , 
respectively. 
From the above GBSPM , the complex tap coefficient for the first tap of the 
TP - Rq link is a superposition of the LoS component, single and double-bounced 
components, and can be expressed as: 
L 
hl ,pq(t) = ht;:(t) + L h~!;(t) + hf~(t). (2.69) 
i= l 
The Geometrical Single Bounce Two Sphere (SBTS) Model 
When comparing with other M2M models , the main difference in this model is 
that only single-bounce rays are considered and multiple bounces are treated as 
secondary effects [29]. This avoids the problem of double-bounce two ring model. 
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The geometry of this model is given in Fig. 2.9 where the additional notations 
related to three dimensional(3D) GBSPM models represent in the Table 2.2. 
The general assumptions made on this model are: 
1. Radii Rr and RR are small in comparison with D , i. e., 
max{Rr , R R}<< D . 
2. The antenna spacing are generally small in comparison wit h the radii Rr 
and R R, i. e., 
The channel gain hzp(t ) between the antenna elements A~ and Ak is given by 
(2. 70) 
As the _M SR receives single-bounce rays from both the scatterer Skn) around 
the MSR and the scatterer stm) around t he MSr, (2.70)- has tvw summations 
corresponding to MSr and MSR spheres. In (2.70) 'J! ':p and'J!R are the associated 
phase shifts while frequencies ff and f:'): are given by 
ff7, = frma.x cos(O'.r - <p':p) cos([];p) + !Rmroc. cos(O'.R - ¢7;) cos([)';'), (2.71 ) 
and 
(2. 72) 
where it is assumed that {'JI}} r:1 and { 'J!k} :1 are mutually independent and 
identically distributed (i.i.d. ) random variables with uniform distributions over [O, 
271 ). 
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Parameter description Symbol 
Main azimut h angle of departure (AAoD) <pr 
Main elevation angle of departure (EAoD ) Br 
Main azimuth angle of Arrival (AAoA) <fJR 
Main elevation angle of arrival (EAoA) () R 
Auxiliary AAoD <p~ 
Auxiliary EAoD ()' r 
Auxiliary AAoA <p~ 
Auxiliary EAoD ()' R 
The azimuth angle of the Txs antenna array 
relative to the x-y plane /31 
The azimut h angle of the Rxs antenna array 
relative to t he x-y plane /3~ 
The elevation angle of the Txs antenna array 
relative to the x-y plane !3/ 
The elevation angle of the Rxs antenna array 
relative to the x-y plane /3~ 
Maximum angle spread at NI Sr , determined 
by the 3D scattering around MS R in 
both azimut h and elevation direction. 26. = arcsin(Rr/ D ) 
Maximum angle spread at MS R, determined 
by the 3D scatt ering around M Sr in 
both azimuth and elevation direction . 26 ' = arcsin(RR/ D ) 
Table 2.2: P arameters used in 3D Geometry-Based Stochastic Physical :Models 
z z 
VR 
X 
y y- -
Rr RR 
D 
Figure 2.9: The SBTS model for a 2 x 2 MIMO channel with 3D distribution of scatterers around mobile transmitter MSr 
(left) and mobile receiver MSR (right). 
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The Geometric Street Scattering Model 
The Geometric Street Scattering Model shown in Fig. 2.10 is based on t he single-
bounce street model [30]. 
The general assumptions made on this model are: 
1. T he transmitter antenna dimensions are small compared to the following 
quantity: min{hr1 , hr2 }. 
2. The receiver antenna dimensions are small compared to t he following quan-
t ity: min{hm , hR2 }. 
3. As the number of scatterers is infinite, t he diffuse component as seen from 
the receiver side is composed of an infinite number of homogeneous plane 
waves. 
4. The phase shifts ()n introduced by the scatterer 5 (n) are i.i.d . random vari-
ables, each having a uniform distribution over the interval [O, 21r). 
With the above assumptions, it can be shown that (nr- l )c5r << min{hn, hrd 
and (nR - l )c5R << min{hm , hR2 }-
The channel gain for t he link between the zth transmit antenna element A¥) 
and the kth receive antenna element A~) is given by 
N 
----'- ~ L . --c+(n) --+ --c+(n) --+ 
g (T7 rT) = lim C eJ(Bn+ k T · r y- k R · r R-koDn) kl T, R n , 
N--too 
(2. 73) 
n=l 
where Cn denotes the gain introduced by t he scatterer 5 (n) . With the assump-
tions given above, t he waves emerging from different t ransmit antenna elements 
arrive at a particular scatterer 5(n) at approximately the same angle while the 
waves emerging from a particular scatterer 5(n) arrive at different receive antenna 
elements at approximately t he same angle. T hen the gain en is assumed to be 
constant and given by 
(2.74) 
hr1 
hr2 
A(MT) 
T 
A(l) 
T, 
D (Ln) 
T 
D(n) 
T, 
5(n) ___ - - - - -Dj;n)- - - - - - - -~;~- - - , - - . 
(n) 7 hm R 
A(MR) 
R 
</J~)f3RCiR 
hR2 
~------- D - - -----------... 
Figure 2.10: Geometric street scattering model for an nr x nR MIMO channel. 
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where CJo is the mean power of the received scattered components. 
In (2.73), 1c;:,) · 7 r expresses the influence of the transmitter movement on 
the channel gain and is given by 
k(n) · 7 = 21rf cos( ~(n) - a )t T T T max '+'T T , (2.75) 
while k~) · 7 R expresses the influence of t he receiver movement on the channel 
gain and is given by 
k (n) · 7 = 21rf cos(~(n) - a )t. R R Rm ax '+' R R (2. 76) 
The term koDn in (2. 73) is due to the total traveled distance and is given by 
k D = 21r (D(l,n) + D (n,k)) 
0 n A T R , (2. 77) 
where D~,n) and D~ ,k) denote the distance from the zth transmit antenna element 
A~ to t he scatter 5 (n) and the distance between the scatterer 5 (n) to the kth receive 
antenna element Ak, respectively. 
Using the assumptions given above and vf+x ~ 1 + x/2 (.t << 1) , D~,n) can 
further be simplified as 
(2. 78) 
Similarly, 
(2. 79) 
where D~n) = hri/ sin(cpc;,) ) and D~) = hm / sin(</>~)). 
After substituting (2. 74), (2. 75) , (2. 76) in (2. 73) and using the approximations 
in (2. 77) and (2. 78), the complex channel gain in (2. 73) can be given as 
(2.80) 
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where 
(2.81) 
(2.82) 
(2.83) 
f (n) f (,,J.,(n) ) Y = Y max COS '+'Y - O'.y , (2.84) 
and 
f (n) f ( ,,J.,(n) ) R = Rmax COS '+' R - O'.R . (2.85) 
By combining all the diffuse components gkz(t) (k = 1, .. . , nR; l = l , ... , ny) 
of t he A~) - A~) link , we obtain the channel matrix G(t) = [gkz(t) ], which de-
scribes completely the reference model of the proposed M2NI MINIO frequency 
non selective rayleigh fading channel. 
A Geometrical Two Cylinder Model 
The Geometrical Two-Cylinder Model [31] is an extension of t he one-cylinder 
model for F2M channels proposed in [32], [33]. The two-cylinder model for a 
MIMO M2M channel with ny = nR = 2 antenna elements is shown in Fig. 2.11. In 
this model, a cylinder of radius R y is defined around the t ransmitter and M fixed 
omnidirectional scatterers lie on t he surface of the cylinder where the mth transmit 
scatterer is denoted by S>r,m). Similarly, N fixed omnidirectional scatterers lie on a 
surface of a cylinder of radius R R around the receiver , and t he nth receive scatterer 
is denoted by st). 
The general assumptions made on this model are: 
1. The radii R y and R R are much smaller t han the distance D , i. e., 
2. \t\Th en the spacing between antenna elements at t he Tx and Rx is denoted 
by Oy and OR , respectively, Oy and OR are much smaller than the radii R y 
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Figure 2.11: The two cylinder model for MIMO M2M channel with nr = nR = 2 antenna elements 
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and RR , i. e., 
3. The angles of departures (AAoDs and EAoDs) and t he angles of arrivals 
(AAoAs and EAoAs) are random variables and that the angles of departure 
are independent from the angles of arrival. 
4. The phases ¢mn are random variables uniformly distributed on the interval 
[- 11 , 11) and independent from the angles of departures and the angles of 
arrivals. 
5. The number of local scatterers around the Tx and Rx is infinite. 
The starting point is the two cylinder model shown in Fig. 2.11. From the 
two-cylinder model, we observe that t he waves from the Tx antenna elements 
first arrive at the scatterers located on the Tx cylinder . Considering these fixed 
scatterers as virtual base-s ations (VBS), the communication link from each VBS 
to t he Rx is modeled as a 3D F2NI link. The signals from each VBS arrive at the 
Rx antenna from all directions and wit h equal power due to 3D scattering around 
the Rx. 
The NIIMO channel is described by an nR x nT matrix H (t) = [hij(t) ]nRxnT of 
complex low-pass faded envelopes. 
The received complex faded envelope of the link Aif) - A~) is 
!VI N 
hpq (t) = lim 1 ~ ~ ej 2{'(Epm+Emn+Enq)+J<Pmn 
M,N-, ~jAl{; N ~ ~ V l Vl l Y m=l n=l 
X ej2r,t[fTmax cos( c.p~m) - cq) cos 8~m) + f Rmax cos( c.pc;) -0'.R) cos e<;l] 
' 
(2.86) 
where Epm , Emn , and Enq denote distances Aif) - stm)' stm) - skn); and skn) -
A~), respectively. The symbols cp~m) and cp~) denote the AAoD and the AAoA, 
respectively, while the symbols {)~m) and {)~) denote the EAoD and t he EAoA, 
respectively. _ 
The distances Epm, Emn , and Enq can be expressed as functions of t he random 
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,--.., R CJy . (JE . e (m) CJy (JE e (m) 
Epm ,...., r - 2 sm r sm r - 2 cos r cos r 
X ( cos (Jj cos cp~m) + sin (Jj sin cp~m)) , (2 .87) 
R CJR . (JE . e (n) {JR (JE e (n) 
Enq ~ R - 2 sm R sm R - 2 cos R cos R 
x ( cos (3~ cos cp~) + sin (3~ sin cp~)), (2.88) 
and 
Emn ~ D , (2.89) 
where /31 and /Jt describe the orientation of the Txs antenna array and the Rxs 
antenna array in the x-y plane, respectively, relative to the y-axis while (3!J and 
(31t, describe the elevation of the Txs antenna array and the Rxs antenna array 
relative to the x-y plane, respectively. 
Applying (2.87), (2.88) and (2 .89) to (2.86) 
l M,N 
h (t) ll·m " a b eJc/Jmn+No pq = vAfN L p,m n ,q 
M ,N-+oo MN 
m ,n=l 
X ej27ft[frmax cos(<p~m, ) -c,y) cos e~m, ) + f Rmax cos(<p~ ) -aR) cos e~)J (2.90) 
where ¢0 = -21r(Rr + RR + D) / >. and parameters ap,m and bn,q are defined as 
(2.9 1) 
and 
(2.92) 
Note t hat t he constant phase ¢0 can be set to zero without loss of generality 
because it does not affect statistical properties of the model. 
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A "Concentric-Cylinders" Model. 
The "concentric-cylinders" model [34] is an extension of t he Geometrical Two-
Cylinder model discussed above. As shown in Fig. 2.1 2, this model defines four 
cylinders, two around the Tx, and another two around the Rx. 
The general assumptions made on this model are: 
l. NJ scatterers lie on L cylindric surfaces of radii RTl < R¥) < Rr 2 , where 
1 < l < L. The zth cylindric surface contains Af (Z) fixed omnidirectional 
scatterers , and the ( m , l) th t ransmit scatterer is denoted by stm,l) 
2. N scatterers lie on K cylindric surfaces of radii Rm < R~) < RR2 , where 
1 ::; k < K. The kth cylindric surface contains JV(k) fixed omnidirectional 
scatterers , and the ( n, k )th receive scatterer is denoted by st,k) 
3. Condition 
4. Condition 
where A denotes the carrier wavelength. 
5. 6r and 6R are much smaller t han the radii RTl and Rm , i. e., 
max{br, bR} << min{Rn , Rm}. 
6. The number of local scatterers around the Tx and Rx is infinite. 
7. Angles of departures (AAoDs and EAoDs) , the angles of arrivals (AAoAs 
and EAoAs), and the radii R¥) and R~) are random variables . 
8. Since all rays are double-bounced, t he angles of departure and radii R¥) are 
independent from t he angles of arrival and radii R ~) 
9. Phases ¢mn are random variables uniformly distributed on the interval [- 11 , 11) 
and independent from t he angles of departure, the angles of arrival, and the 
radii of the cylinders 
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Figure 2.12: The "concentric-cylinders" model for MIMO M2M channel with ny = nR = 2 antenna elements 
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The input delay-spread function of t he link A ¥!) - A~) is given by 
L ,M (l) K ,JV(k) 
hpq(t . 1) = lim L L 'T/l.k9m l.n.k(t)6(T - Tm .l.n.k) . 
, hf ,N-tco ' ' ' . · ' ' 
l ,rn=l k,n=l 
(2.93) 
where parameters 'T/l ,k ) Tm ,l,n,k denote amplitudes of he multipath components and 
t ime delays , respectively. Function 9 m,l,n,k(t) is defined as follows : 
( ) ]
. 
2
" (E ' E ' E ) ' ]. (]) 9m,l ,n,k t = e- -;:: p.m.lT m .l.n.kT n.k.q , , m.l.n.k 
·?- t [f (· ( m .l ) - ' )-Lf -( (n .k ) _ )] X el - " . Tmax cos :Py ay • Rmax co" 'PR aR , (2.94) 
·h · d d d. A (p) 3 Cm,l ) 3 Cm. l ) s (n.k) d Vil ere Ep ,m,l) Em,l ,n ,k) an En ,k ,q enote lStances T - T ) T - R : an 
sy;,k) - A~)) respectively, while cp~n,l) and cpc;,k) denote t he AAoD and t he AAoA: 
respectively. 
The amplitude of the multipath component, rJz. k is defined as 
rJ1.k = .j'J5;>.. (RJ}) + D + R (k)) - , 12 
411-V]\ J (l) JV (k) R 
R (l) ..L R (k) 
:::::; 0 (1 - - T I R ) 
- ~pq 2 2D ) ( ? 9" ) - ·· 0 
where P pq denotes the power transmitted through t he sub channel A ¥! ) - A~)) 1' 
is the propagation path loss exponent, and 
(2 .96) 
The t ime delay T m.l ,n .k is defined as the travel time of the wave received on the 
scatterer s~n.l) and scattered from the scatterer s <;:·k ) i. e .. 
( l ) ( k) 
D R y ( (ml)) (ml ) RR (nk) (nk) T l k = - + - 1 - COS C.O . COS () . ..L -- ( 1 ..L COS (0 . ) COS () . . m .. n. , T T i I ' R R 
co co c0 
where Co is the speed of light. 
The distances Ep.m.l; En.k .q, and Em.l.n. k can be expressed as functions of the 
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(m l ) (n k) (m l ) (n k) (l ) (k) 
random variables <pT , ) <p R , ) eT , ) e R , ) RT ) and RR as follows: 
and 
Ep ,m,l ~ R ¥) / cos etm,l) - ( 0.5Lr + 0.5 - p) [drz sin etm, l ) 
+ drx cos <p~m,l ) cos etm,l) + dry sin <p~m,l) cos etm,l)l 
En,k ,q ~ R ~k) / cos e~,k) - (0.5Lr + 0.5 - q) [dRz sin e~ ,k) 
(n k) (n k) (n k ) (n k) + d Rx COS <p R ' COS 8 R ' + d Ry sin <p R ' COS 8 R ' ] 
Emlnk ~ D , , , , 
where parameters p and q take values p E {l , . . . , nr} and q E {l , ... , nR} , 
dTx = dr cos /3f, cos /31, 
dry = dr cos /3f, sin /31 , 
dRx = dR COS j3 f COS /3t 
dRy = dR cos /3 f sin /3~, 
d rz = d r sin /3 f,, 
and 
dRz = dR sin /3f 
(2.97) 
(2.98) 
(2.99) 
(2 .100) 
(2 .101 ) 
(2.102) 
(2.103) 
(2.104) 
(2.105) 
The time-variant transfer function is used instead of the input delay-spread 
function in the below derivations. The t ime-variant t ransfer function is defined as 
the Fourier transform of the input delay-spread function, and using (2.93)- (2.99) 
can be written as: 
LJvJ (l) K N (k) 
T (t , f ) = FT{h (t T)} = lim , ~ , ejcf>m,l,n,k-j~; JD 
pq pq ' M ,N-t= ~ 
l,m,k ,n= l 
( 
rv R (t) + R (k) ) . .. . (m,l) 
X D 1 - _!__ T R a b eJ21rtfTmax cos(cpT -0'.y) 
pq 2 2D p,m,l n,k,q 
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( k ) R (l)( l -coscp(m, l)) R (k)(l-cos<p(n,k)) 
'2 tf ( n, ) . 2 r. f [ T T + R R ] J 1T Rm ax COS 'PR -a.R -J CO (m,l) (n, k ) 
x e cos er cos e R (2.106) 
where paramet ers a p,,m ,l and bn,k,q are defined as 
. 
21r (0 5L +o 5 )d (m,l) e (m,l) a = eJ T · T · - p T x cos 'P y cos T p,,m,l 
·
21r (0 5 L 0 5 ) [d . (m, l ) e (m,l)+d · e (m,l)] X eJT . r + . -p Tx SIIl <py cos T TzSITI T (2 .107) 
and 
. 
2 7T (0 5L +o 5 )d (n ,k) e (n,k) b - eJ T · R . - q R x cos 'P R cos R 
n,k ,q -
·
21r(o 5L +o 5 ) [d . (n ,k) e (n,k)+d · e (n,k)] X eJ T . R . -q R y sm 'P R cos R R z sm R (2.108) 
A "Concentric-Cylinders" Model with LoS, Single Bounced Transmit 
(SBT), Single Bounced Receive (SBR), and Double Bounced (DB) Rays 
Model. 
The "Concent ric-Cylinders" model wit h LoS , SBT , SBR, and DB rays model [35] 
as shown in Fig. 2.13 , is derived based on the concent ric-cylinders model discussed 
in the above section. 
The general assumpt ions made on t his model are: 
l. M scatterers lie on L cylindric surfaces of radii 
where 1 < l < L . The zth cylindric surface contains J\IJ (l ) fixed omnidirec-
t ional scatterers, and t he ( m , l) th t ransmit scatterer is denoted by stm,l ) , 
where 1 < m < M (1) . 
2. N scatterers lie on P cylindric surfaces of radii 
where 1 < k < P. The kth cylindric surface contains N (k) fixed omnidirec-
tional scatt erers , and the ( n , k )th receive scatterer is denoted by sin,k), where 
1 < n < N(k)_ 
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3. The radii Rr 2 and R R2 are sufficiently smaller t han the distance D. 
4. The condition 
D < 4Rr1RmLR 
- A(Lr - l )(LR - 1) 
should be satisfied , so that the channel does not experience keyhole behav-
ior [36]. Keyhole behavior exhibits low spatial fading correlation at both 
ends of the link but still has poor rank properties, and hence, low ergodic 
capacity. 
5. 6y and JR are much smaller than the radii Rn and Rm. 
6. Angles of departure , i. e., cp~m, l ) and e~m,l), and the angles of arrival, i.e., cpr:;_,k) 
and er:;_,k), are independent random variables. 
7. The radii R¥) and R~) are independent random variables. 
8. The phases <Pm,l , <Pn ,k and <Pm,l ,n,k are random variables that were uniformly 
distributed on the interval [-1r, 1r) and independent of the angles of depar-
ture , the angles of arrival , and the radii of the cylinders. 
The input delay-spread function of the link AY:) - A~) which can be written 
as a superposition of the LoS , SBT, SER, and DB rays is given as 
(2. 109) 
The t ime variant transfer function [37] which is the Fourier transform of the 
input delay-spread function given in (2. 109) can be written as: 
Tpq ( t) T) = FT { hpq ( t ) T)} 
= T;qBT(t , j) + T;qBR(t, j) + y~B(t , j) + y~oS(t , j) (2.110) 
where t he SBT, SBR, DB rays, and LoS components of the time-variant transfer 
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Figure 2.13: Concentric-cylinders model with LoS , SBT, SBR, and DB rays for a MIMO M2M channel with nr = nR = 2 
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function are; respectively, 
r;/(t , f) = 
L !vJ ( l ) R ( l ) 
'r/T D,pq lim """' """' ( l - ~--ii-) aSBT bSBT 
K + 1 M-+= LL VM p,m,l q,m,l 
l=l m=l 
. f ( (m,l ) ) e(m,l ) X eJ2-rrt Tmax cos 'Pr -ar cos T 
"? f ( A (l ) . . (m ,l)) ( ( l)e (m ,l ) I ) X eJ~-rr Rmax COSCiR - L.J. T SID CiRSID<.pT COS !::,. T T +6.H D 
. 21r f[D R (l ) (l (m , l ) )J ."' 
- J (m ,l) + T - cos 'Pr +J'f'm ,l 
X e co cos OT 
·2 f ( "(k ) . . (n ,k ) ) ( " ( k ) e (n ,k ) " / D) X eJ -rr Tmax cosar - L.J. R sm arsm <.pR cos L.J. R R + L.J. H 
· 21r J[D R (k) ( l (n, k ) )] ."' 
-J (n ,k) + R -COS'{JT +J'f'n ,k 
X e co cos e R 
R(l )+R( k ) (1 - ~ T 2D R ) aDB bDB 
-JMN p,m,l q,n ,k 
(2.111) 
(2. 112) 
·2 tf ( (m ,l ) ) f)(m ,l) 1·2-rr·tf cos( ,,,(n ,k ) _~.R) cosfJ (n.k ) X eJ 7r Tma x cos 'Pr -ar cos T . e Rmax .,- R ~ R 
R ( l ) (1 - cos ,p (m ,l )) R(k ) ( l+cos ,p (n, k )) 
_·2,rf[D T T R B ]+ ·"' J co + (m ,l ) + (n ,k ) ) 'f'm ,l ,n ,k 
X e cos OT cos OR (2. 113) 
T LoS ( t f) = J ')Ti:lpq ej2,t [fTrn., cornr+ fRm•• cos( ,-o R) [ 
pq ' K + 1 
X e -j ~~ J .jD2 + 6 7-f e-j 2; D+j 2; (0.5Lr +0.5 - p) cosM cos f3!} 
X ej 2{ (0 .5LR+0.5-q)dR cos (3 ~ cos(-rr- (3~); (2.114) 
where the symbols Ep ,m ,l , Em ,l ,q, f.p ,n ,k, En,k ,q, Em,l ,n ,k and f.p ,q denote distances AY:) -
stm.l) , stm.l ) - A~), AY:) - st,k) , skn,k ) - A~); stm,l ) - st,k) , and AY:) - A~) ; 
respectively, while angles /3!; and /3~ describe the orientation of the Tx and R x 
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antenna array in the x-y plane, respectively, relative to t he x-axis. Similarly, 
angles /3!f. and /31£, describe the elevation of the Txs antenna array and the Rxs 
antenna array relative to the x-y plane, respectively. 
The symbols cp~m,l) and cpt ,k) denote AAoDs and AAoAs , respectively. Simi-
larly, t he symbols e~m,l) and et·k) denote EAoDs and EAoAs , respectively. Finally, 
the symbol cp~~s denotes the AAoAs of the LoS paths. 
Observe from the 3D geometrical model t hat some waves from t he Tx antenna 
may directly traverse to the Rx antenna, whereas other waves are single-bounced 
at the Tx, single-bounced at t he Rx, and/ or double-bounced (i. e. , the waves from 
the Tx antenna elements impinge on the scatterers that are located around the Tx 
and scatter from the scatterers t hat are located around t he Rx) before arriving at 
t he Rx antenna. Hence, the input delay-spread function of t he link is A<:J,) - A~). 
In (2 .111) , (2. 112), (2. 113) and (2.114) , K denotes the Rice factor (i.e., t he 
ratio of LoS to scatter received power), 1 is the path loss exponent , c0 is the speed 
of light , Ci~)=~) ID, Ci~ ) = R~) ID, llH = hr - hR Dpq = n-"( Ppq >. 2 / (41r) 2 and 
Ppq is the power transmitted through the sub channel A<:J,) - A~) . The parameters 
7/T , 7JR , and 7/TR specify the contribut ion of the single- and double-bounced rays 
to t he total averaged power, i. e., these parameters satisfy 7Jr + 7JR + 7/T R = 1. 
Furthermore, t he parameters p and q take values from the sets p E { 1, ... , nr} and 
q E {1, . .. , nR}. Finally, a~~l , b!~z , a~!~k , b!~~ ' b!~\ and b~~.k are , respectively, 
SBT . 2 " (0 - L ' 0 - )d (m,,l) {] (1n,l) a ~ eJ T .::i TT .CJ-p Tx cos 'Py cos Oy p,m,l 
. 2 ,,. (0 ·-L ' 0 .- )[d . (m,,l) {l (m,,l) 'd . n(m,,l)] X eJ T . CJ TT .CJ-p Tx SID 'Py cos Oy T Tz sm Oy (2 .115) 
(2.116) 
SBR ·2"(0 ·-L + o-- )d BE[1' (k) . /3A · (n .k), /3A] -J-2"(D..1-R(k)) a " ~ eJ ;, . CJ T .CJ p T COS , R u R sm T sm cp R ,cos T . e >- , R p,m,k (2.117) 
SBR · 2,r (0 -L , 0 - )d (n,k) n (n,k) b ~ eJT . CJ R, .CJ-q RxCOS<pR COSoR 
q,n ,k 
· 2,r (0 -L , 0 .- )[d . (n,k) 0 (n,k) , d . n(n .k )] X eJT .CJ RT .CJ-q R yS IIl <pR COSoR T RzSIIl oR (2.118) 
DB . 2,r (0 -L , 0 - )d (m,,l) n (rn,l) a ~ eJT . CJ T, .o-p Tx COS<py COSoy p,m,l 
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· 2 .,.. (O - L +o 5 )[d . (m, t ) g (m, l ) d . g (m. t )] X eJ T . ::J T · -p Ty Sll1 'Py cos T + Tz Sll1 T 
-J· 21r (D/?+R(t)) 
X e A - T (2.119) 
DB . 21r (0 5L O ~ )d (n ,k ) g (n, k) b " ~ eJT · R+ .a-q Rx coscpR cos R 
q ,n,k 
. 2.,.. (0 5L +o 5 )[d . (n,k) g (n,k)+d . g (n,k)] X eJ T · R · -q Ry Sll1 <p R cos R Rz Sll1 R 
(2. 120) 
where drz = dr sin f3!f,, drx = dr cos (3!f, cos /31, dry = dr cos (3!f, sin /31, dRz = 
dR sin /3~, dRx = dR cos /3~ cos /3~ and dRy = dR cos /3~ sin /3{ 
2.3.3 Non Geometrical Stochastic Physical Models 
(NGSPM) 
NGSPMs describe paths from Tx t o Rx by st atistical parameters only, wit hout 
reference t o the geometry of a physical environment . 
A SISO NGSPM proposed in [12] is t he origin of t he channel model standard-
ized by IEEE 802 .llp. IEEE 802 .llp is t he dedicated IEEE standard for vehicular 
communications and is mainly based on the well-known wireless local area network 
(vVLAN) standard IEEE 802 . ll a (IEEE, 2007) . This model determines physical 
parameters of a M2M channel in a completely stochast ic manner by prescribing 
underlying probability distribut ion functions (PDFs) without presuming any un-
derlying geometry. But t his is based on experimental results. Therefore, t his 
model offers no concept ual framework to facilitate meaningful generalization into 
different scenarios. In addition , t his pure parameter-based model needs to jointly 
consider many parameters for modeling MIMO channels, which leads to high com-
plexity [21]. 
In this section, we discussed most of t he available M21VI channel models in the 
literature which are summarized in Table 2.3 . 
\i\lhen considering the applicability of the above Channel Models, all t he above 
models are suitable only for specific scattering environments. In contrast. our 
model introduced in chapter 3 is able to represent any scattering environment by 
selecting suitable effective random complex scattering gain functions. According 
Table 2.3: Summary of available M2M channel models 
Channel Model Model Catrgory Features 
Ray tracing Model [20] DPM Each model represents one specific environment at a given time 
and multiple runs are needed to represent different environments 
Akki and Harber Model [2] GBSPM 2D SISO model 
The Geometrical Two-Ring Model [22] GBSPM 2D narrowband MIMO model, where the complex faded envelope 
depends on the distance between scatterers and antenna elements. 
The Geometrical Double GBSPM 2D narrowband MIMO model, where the complex faded 
Ring Model [24] envelope is not dependent on the distance 
between scatterers and antenna elements. 
The Geometrical Modified GBSPM 2D narrowband MIMO model 
Two-Ring Model [25] 
The Geometrical GBSPM 2D narrowband MIMO model, where scattering around the 
Two-Erose-Ring Model [27] transmitter and the receiver are defined in erose model 
The Combination of a Two Ring and GBSPM 2D narrowband MIMO M2M Ricean model 
an Ellipse Model [13] 
The Combination of a Two Ring and GBSPM 2D narrowband MIMO M2M multicarrier model 
a Multiple Confocal Ellipses Model [28] 
The Geometrical Single GBSPM 3D narrowband MIMO model 
Bounce Two Sphere (SBTS) Model [29] 
The Geometric Street GBSPM The single bounce street model 
Scattering Model [30] 
' 
A Geometrical Two Cylinder Model [31] GBSPM 3D narrowband MIMO model 
A "Concentric-Cylinders" Model [34] GBSPM 3D wideband MIMO model with non-line-of-sight condition 
A "Concentric-Cylinders" Model with GBSPM 3D wideband MIMO model with 
LoS , SBT, SBR, and DB Rays Model [35] LoS, SBT, SBR, and DB condition 
A SISO Experimental Model [12] NGSPM This is based on experimental results 
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to the literature survey we have carried out, we claim that our model is the only 
mathematical M2M model which belongs to the NGSPM model. 
2.4 M2M Channel Measurements 
This section is devoted for the analysis of currently available M2M channel Mea-
surements. The measur ments available can be categorized based on six crit n as, 
which are detailed below. 
2.4.1 Carrier Freque ncies 
Most of the measurements were carried out in earner frequencies of 2.4GHz, 
5.2GHz and 5.9GHz. The carrier frequency 2.4GHz is defined in IEEE 802 .llb/g 
band while 5.2GHz in IEEE 802.lla frequency band and 5.9GHz in IEEE 802.llp 
st andard DSRC band. 
2.4.2 Frequency Selectivity 
Measurements can be based on the range of frequencies used.- On this ba is, 
channels can be categorized as narrowband or wideband. Channels are categorized 
as wideband when the signal bandwidth is larger than the coherence bandwidt h , 
which is the minimum frequency separation between independent channel fades. 
2.4 .3 Antenna Syst ems 
Most M2M measurement campaigns so far have focused on single-antenna appli-
cations , resulting in SISO systems. MIMO syst ems, with multiple antennas at 
both ends, are very promising candidat es for future communication systems and 
ar gaining more importance in IEEE 802.11 standards. 
2 .4 .4 Environments 
l\!Ieasurements can be obtained from four different classes of environments , namely 
urban, suburban (village), motor-way and highway. 
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2.4.5 Transmitter and Receiver Direction of Motion 
Directions of motion of the transmitter and receiver also affect channel st atistics ; 
e.g. > Doppler effects. The direction can be either in the same direction or m 
opposite directions depending on the transmitter and receiver movements . 
2.4.6 Channel Statistics 
Channel st atistics have been explored mainly under two categorizations; amplitude 
distribu ion and Doppler power spectral density (PSD)) but we extend our analysis 
t o include the statistics such as packet error rate) maximum range and latency; 
correla ion funct ions and level crossing ra e. The de ails of our classification under 
channel sta istics are given in more details below. These statist ics are compared 
v\ it h our nev\ :M211I channel model int roduced in t he next chapter. 
Amplitude Distribution 
M21I measuremen campaigns in [38- 41 J have invest igated on amplit ude distribu-
tion . The paper [38] presen s he results of 60GHz tvI21l radio channel measure-
ments which were carried out on highways ) rural roads and in urban surroundings 
fo r distances up t o 500m; and · he dis ribut ion func ion of t he recei ed power is 
presen ed . 
In [39] he cumulative distribut ion function (CDF) of lhe recei ed signal is 
anal} zed on narrov\ band measlffements at 5.2GHz. In ha the measlffed results 
are compared \\ ith anal ical functions such as Rice) Rayleigh: Gaussian or l ak-
agami distribut ion. T he information from t he CDF can be used to estima e t he 
ou age probabilit r of he communication s stem [39]. The stud in [40] presents 
narrowband mea urements of t he mobile , ehicle-to-vehicle propagation channel at 
5.9GHz. under realistic ublffban driYing conditions. 
The resul s of a wideband channel measurement campaign using omnidirec-
ional monopole antennas for he 1121I channel in he 5GHz band are presented 
in [41 J. _ lso . hev hm e cla sified the measurement environments into t he following 
t rpe : rban::- ntenna Outside ar ) rban-Antenna Inside Car. mall Cit·: High-
wa Lo , raffic Densi and High a r High Traffi Densi ·. The measlffements 
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for this campaign were taken in the 5GHz band, at a center frequency of 5.12GHz. 
This frequency is in an aeronautical radio navigation (ARN) band , i. e. , specifically 
the microwave landing system (MLS) extension band , which is designated for use 
in large airports. Since the wavelengths in this MLS band and t he unlicensed band 
at 5.2 GHz are very close, the characteristics measured in the ARN band should 
essent ially be the same as those in the unlicensed band directly above t he AR 
band in frequency. 
Power Delay Profile 
Since different paths are of different lengths, a single impulse sent from the trans-
mitter will result in multiple copies being received at different times at receiver 
called power delay profile. M2M measurement campaigns in [41- 43] have investi-
gated power delay profile. 
In [42] the measurements were taken using the direct sequence spread spectrum 
technique at 2.45GHz while in [41], the measurements were for M2M communica-
tion channels in the 5GHz band. The paper [43] presents results on power-delay 
profiles from a high speed measurement campaign on a highway. Measurements 
were performed at a carrier frequency of 5.2GHz with the communicating vehicles 
traveling on the highway in opposite directions. 
Power Spectral Densities (PSD) 
The spectral definitions for time Doppler channels are equally valid for use with 
other channel dependencies. Thus , the Doppler PSD is used for time varying 
channels, the delay PSD is used for frequency varying channels, and the wave 
number PSD is used for space varying channels. Engineers often refer to these 
PSDs as simply the Doppler spectrum, the delay spectrum, and the wavenumber. 
M2M measurement campaigns in [12 , 35, 39- 43], have investigated channel char-
acteristics of power spectral density. 
The short time variations of the M2M transmission channel are characterized 
by t he normalized Doppler PSD of t he complex fast fading component of the 
received signal [39]. The space Doppler PSD of t he time variant t ransfer function 
is the Fourier t ransform of the space-time correlation function and the power space 
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delay spectral density of t he t ime variant t ransfer function is the inverse Fourier 
transform of the space-frequency correlat ion function [35]. 
Short and long time Doppler spectrum are discussed in [42] where the measure-
ments were taken at 2.45GHz. The environments chosen for their except ionally 
long delay spreads include an expressway, an urban T-intersection, and an exit 
ramp. The joint Doppler delay characteristics of a different environment based on 
measurements at 5.9GHz is given in [12]. 
Packet Error Rate 
Packet error rates are taken as channel statistics in [38] and [12]. In [38] Re-
sults from the packet error rates in the 60 GHz mobile radio channel, In [12] the 
packet error rate (PER), measured using testing approach was based on the ping 
application of t he Internet protocol version 6. 
Maximum Range and Latency 
Metrics such as maximum range and latency are found to be examined in detail 
only in [44] where t hey describe field trials of 802.llp technology using t he 5.9GHz 
frequency band wit h test vehicles. The range is the maximum distance at which a 
frame is successfully received by the receptor vehicle from the emitter. They have 
investigated the average ranges for t he main scenario, at all tested speeds. In [44] 
t hey define latency as the temporal delay between the generation of a frame at t he 
emitting device , and its reception at t he receptor device. In other words it is t he 
t ime when the message is generated and sent to t he t ransport layer through t he 
socket. Similarly, t he reception time is set at t he instant the frame is read by the 
application in t he receptor vehicle. 
Correlation Functions 
According to our literature review, [41] and [35] are the only publications found 
available for correlation related measurements. In [35] space-t ime frequency (STF) 
correlation function is discussed where each van was equipped with a linear an-
tenna array, which consists of four vertically polarized magnetic-mount 2.435GHz 
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antenna elements. In [41 J, they have described measurements and results for fre-
quency correlations coefficients for multiple M2M environments in the 5G Hz band. 
Channel measurements were made with the transmitter and receiver in two vans 
and data were collected in various cities and on highways . 
Level Crossing R ate 
Another important statistical paramet er is the level crossing rate (LCR). The LCR 
indicat es how often the received signal level drops below a predefined threshold 
per second. This information is used to estimate the number of outages per second 
of the communicat ion system [39]. The LCR is det ermined by the CDF and the 
Doppler spectrum of the fast fading component [39]. We found [39] and [35] t o 
be the only papers that include experiment results on LCR st atistics. LCR in an 
urban surface street area and an interstate highway is discussed in [35] at 2.435GHz 
while, [39] discusses LCR in M2M narrowband at 5.2GHz for four different classes 
of environments: urban , suburban, motor-way and highway. We use these results 
in Chapter 6 as corroborating evidence in validating LCR result s of our novel M2 1 
model. 
2.5 Simulation Methods for M2M 
As explained in the above sections, modeling M2M communication systems plays 
a major role in the design of M2M communication systems. Simulation of M2M 
radio fading channels also plays an equally important role in t he design of M2M 
communication systems as it helps to test and verify the performance under var-
ious channel impairments [45- 47]. The necessity of the simulation methods is 
emphasized by the reference models which assume an infinite number of scatterers 
preventing practical implementation. Simulation methods having a fini te number 
of scatt erers are desirable in matching the statistical properties of the reference 
models [24]. 
Simulation methods found in the literature can be mainly categorized under 
Line Spectrum (LS) method ; The Sum-of-Sinusoids (SoS) method and Inverse Fast 
Fouri r Transform (IFFT) filtering based method. These methods ar described 
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in detail in the sections to follow. 
2.5.1 Line Spectrum Method 
\Nang and Cox in [48] proposed a method based on approximating t he cont inuous 
Doppler spectrum by a discrete line spectrum to simulate 1VI2M channels. T his 
simulation method is called line spectrum (LS) method and it is a modification to 
t he spectrum sampling (SS) method introduced in [49]. The SS method involves 
sampling Doppler spectrum over in equal intervals while in t he LS method t he set 
of frequencies is not equally spaced . The LS methods was used in [45] to assess t he 
model performance in terms of auto-correlation. However, LS is not always suitable 
for realt ime hardware or software simulation as it requires numerical integration 
of t he Doppler spectrum . 
2.5.2 The Sum-of-Sinusoids (SoS) Method 
The SoS method for F2M was first proposed in [50] where t he Rayleigh faded en-
velopes are simulated using t he SoS method by summing several sinusoids which 
have carefully selected frequencies. An improved version of t his method was pre-
sented in [51] to simulate waveforms with better accuracy and was extended to 
simulate 121\II channels in [45]. 
The random processes underlying the 1VI2M reference models are approximated 
by the superposit ion of a fini te number of properly selected functions in the SoS 
method [34] . Further , when SoS models have sinusoids wit h fixed phases , ampli-
tudes, and Doppler frequencies for all simulation t rials they are called as determin-
istic SoS models while when there is at least one of t he parameter sets ( amplit udes , 
phases, or Doppler frequencies) as random variables t hat vary with each simula-
t ion t rial, they are called as statistical SoS models. Based on t hese properties , an 
ergodic s atistical (deterministic) model is one t hat converges to the desired prop-
erties in a single simulation trial while t he statistical properties of the statistical 
SoS models vary for each simulation trial, but converge to the desired properties 
vvhen averaged over a large number of simulation t rials [24]. 
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Deterministic SoS Simulation Model 
Deterministic SoS models have sinusoids with fixed phases, amplitudes, and Doppler 
frequencies for all simulation trials [34]. This model is also called an ergodic sta-
tistical SoS simulation model. 
The deterministic SoS was first proposed in [47] which was called the Modified 
Method of Exact Doppler Spreads (MMEDS). By choosing only the phases to be 
random variables, the statistical properties of this model converge to those of the 
reference model in a single simulation trial. The main disadvantages in MMEDS 
model is that the statistical properties match those of the reference model only for 
a small range of normalized time delays. In addition, this model requires a large 
number of scatterers to match statistical properties of the reference model. 
The initial model was further extended for narrowband 2D NIIMO isotropic 
scattering environment in [24] and for 2D non-isotropic scattering environment 
in [11]. 
A deterministic SoS simulation model for 3D MIMO is proposed in [1, 34, 52] 
where [1 J is for narrowband channel while t he latter two are for wideband channels. 
Statistical SoS Simulation Model. 
In contrast to the deterministic SoS model, statistical SoS models have at least one 
of the parameter sets out of amplitudes, phases, or Doppler frequencies as random 
variables that vary with each simulation trial. Though the statistical properties of 
these models vary for each simulation trial, they converge to the desired properties 
when averaged over a large number of simulation trials [34]. 
Statistical SoS simulation model for narrowband 2D NII 10 isotropic scattering 
environm nt is discussed in [24] while 2D non-isotropic scattering environment is 
discussed in [11]. 
The 3D models under statistical SoS simulation are discussed in [1, 34, 52], 
where the narrowband channel is discussed in the first model while the wideband 
channels are discussed in other two models. 
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2.5.3 Modified IFFT Filtering Based Method 
Conventionally, the spectrum sampling method is used in conjunction with IFFT 
filtering to obtain Rayleigh faded waveforms. This method was originally presented 
by Smith [53] and modified by Young and Beaulieu [54] . This method is shown to 
have several advantages such as speed of execution and generated random variables 
having a closer match to the ideal distribution [54]. Hence, In [45] proposes a 
modification to F2M IFFT filtering based simulation method for simulating M2M 
channels. 
Wang and Cox do not use equi-spaced frequencies and hence, their method 
precludes the use of IFFT filtering [45]. 
In [55] proposes a method to simulate the Rician faded M2M local in three-
dimensional scattering scenario , which uses IFFT of the inphase and quadrature 
components for their simulation process. 
The paper [56] presents a Rayleigh fading M2M channel simulator based on 
. a modified Karhunen-Loeve orthogonal expansion of a complex Gaussian fading 
process . The method is similar to the well-known IFFT method but with a different 
frequency mask. 
vVe infer that the proposed sum-of-sinusoids method is better than the exist-
ing approach because it does not involve any numerical integrations and it can 
generate longer duration waveforms without any periodicity. Comparing the sum-
of-sinusoids method with the IFFT method, the IFFT met_hod is more effi cient , 
but requires evaluation of elliptic integrals [45]. 
2.6 Summary 
Though not exhaustive, we have detailed in this chapter most of the available 
M2M channel models starting with our classification of M2M channel models. Un-
der this categorization the majority of the available channel models come under 
geometry-based stochastic models and they are valid only in specific channel en-
vironments. In contrast, we shall see that our novel channel model can be used in 
any environment by choosing suitable parameters . 
The available M2M channel measurements are discussed under six categories , 
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which are used t hroughout this thesis. Finally, we analyze available simulation 
methods. 
vVhen analyzing the channel models discussed above, we could see few com-
mon issues in them such as the channel models being relevant only for a given 
environment , channel model transfer functions consisting of a number of physical 
parameters where these parameters are difficult to find in practical scenarios. Due 
to these limitations, it is not easy to create a generalized channel model out of 
the channel models in the literature. vVe address these limitations in our novel 
channel model discussed in the chapters to follow. 
Chapter 3 
Novel Mobile to Mobile Channel 
Model 
3.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 2, mobile to mobile (M2M) channel models can be divided 
into physical and analytical models. When analyzing the available models in t he 
literature, evidently all of them fall under physical models, which can be further 
divided into deterministic models, geometry-based stochastic models and non geo-
metrical stochastic models. There appears to be only one model [12] under the non 
geometrical stochastic model category in the literature. This model is an experi-
mental model and cannot be utilized to carry out further mathematical analysis . 
In order to fill this gap, we propose a novel mathematical wireless channel model 
under non geometrical stochastic model category based on the underlying physics 
of free space wave propagation. This model extends the fixed-to-mobile (F2M) 
channel model proposed in [57]. 
The main goal of this chapter is to introduce novel M2M channel models based 
on channel types, number of antennas and scattering environments. Under chan-
nel types we discuss narrowband (flat fading) and wideband (frequency selective) 
models while multiple input mult iple output (MIMO) and special cases of MIMO 
such as single input single output (SISO), single input multiple output (SIMO) , 
multiple input single output (MISO) are considered when varying the number of 
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antennas at t ransmitter and receiver. These selections are further applied to two 
dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) scattering environments. 
To reach the high demand of video related applications for M2M high speed 
communications, multicarrier MIMO M2IvI systems have been suggested where 
information is transmitted on more than one carrier frequencies. These lead to the 
increasing need for effective multicarrier MIMO M2M channel models. Catering 
for this need , we extend our proposed single carrier M2M model to a mult icarrier 
M2M model in the latter part of this chapter. 
All the available M2M channel models discussed in the literature are based on 
specific geometrical situations and one shortcoming of them is that they cannot be 
utilized to represent general scattering scenarios. As the models we propose are 
generalized models, they can be applied to any scattering environment forming an 
ideal framework to inform the design M2M communication systems. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. vVe introduce a narrowband 
MI 10 M2M channel model and discuss SISO , SIMO , MISO as special cases in Sec-
tion 3.2. The SISO model we introduce here is used in other chapters for further 
analysis as it is simpler. In Section3.3 and Section3.4 the narrowband models 
are applied to 2D and 3D scattering environments , which can be used for fur ther 
analysis. vVe extend these models for multicarrier MIMO M2M channel model 
in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the chapter. 
3.2 Novel MIMO M2M Channel Model 
In modeling the M2M propagation channel, it is convenient to think of t he channel 
as a filter with a time-varying characteristic. The obj ective here is to determine 
this time-varying filter. 
vVe consider a MIMO M2M channel model depicted in Fig. 3. 1, where t he mo-
bile transmitter is located inside a scatterer-free sphere of radius rr (region (a)) 
and the mobile receiver is located inside a scatterer-free sphere of radiu rR (re-
gion (b)). It is assumed t hat scatterers are located outside t he two scatterer-free 
transmit and r cei ve regions ( region ( c)) and are in the far-field of t he receiver and 
transmitter regions. We assume the t ransmitter is moving at a constant velocity 
magnitude u in the direction of unit vector u and t he receiver is moving at a 
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Figure 3.1: A general scattering model for a 12_ I wireless communication system. 
constant velocity magnitude v in t he direction of w1it vector v. "\i\Then compar-
ing Fig. 3.1 with Fig. 2.9, it is clear that in represent ing the model in Fig. 2.9 , more 
geometrical properties have to be considered while it is not needed in ow· model. 
The same figw·e and a sumptions will be used in Section 3.5 for multicarrier ,1L IO 
I2:tvI channel model as well. 
In this MiivIO M2M channel model g( ¢, (p) represents the effective random 
complex scattering gain fw1ction for a signal leaving the transmitter scatterer-free 
~ 
region a a direction ¢ (relative to t he transmitter region origin) and entering the 
receiver scatterer-free region from a direction (p (relative to the receiver region 
origin) . 
Consider a_ 1II MO system with nr t ransmit antennas located at position Sp, 
p = 1, 2, ... , nr from a transmitter origin and nR receiver antennas located at 
posit ions zq . q = 1, 2, ... , nR from a receiver origin, wit hin balls of radius rr and 
r R, respective_ly; see Fig. 3.1. 
Let x (t) = [x1(t) , x2(t), ... , Xnr(t)f be t he vector of baseband t ransmitted 
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signals from the nr transmitters during a signaling interval. Then the baseband 
received signal during a signaling interval at t ime t by the q th receiver antenna 
located at zq from the receiver origin is given by 
where xp(t) is the baseband transmitted signal of pth transmitter antenna, nq(t) is 
the additive white Gaussian noise (AvVGN) at the qth receiver antenna, i = .J=I 
and §n is t he circle for t he 2D case for n = 1, and the sphere for the 3D case for 
n = 2 (note that , n here follows the mathematical convention when referring to 
then-sphere.) Now we use (3 .1) to express the vector of received signals as 
y(t) = H (t) x (t ) + n (t), (3.2) 
where y(t) = [Y1(t) , Y2(t) , ... , yq(t) ]r, n (t) = [n1(t), n2(t), ... , nq(t)]I' , and H (t) is 
a P x Q t ime-varying channel matrix with (p, q) elements given by 
(3.3) 
where 
is the position of the pth t ransmitter antenna at t ime t and 
~ 
bq(t) bq = Zq - tvv 
is the position of the qth receiver antenna at time t. 
Thus , with the above formulation we take t he following to be an element of 
the time-varying lVIIMO matrix channel model: 
Equation (3.4) represents a general model of a spatial channel where g( ¢, (p ) cap-
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t ures complex gains due to scatterers and t he factors e-ikap(t )a p and eikbq(t )bq repre-
sent the free-space wave propagation inside the scatterer-free t ransmit and receiver 
regions, respectively, including the effects due to t ransmitter and receiver move-
ments . 
3.2.1 Special Cases 
In order to show how the generalized M2M channel model given in (3.4) can be 
used in specific channel models, we consider t hree special cases as given below. 
SISO 
As there is only one t ransmitter antenna and one receiver antenna in a SISO 
system, Sp and zq become zero . This results in: 
and 
Applying t hese values to (3.4) , we derive the following to be t he time-varying 
scalar SISO channel model: 
(3 .5) 
SIMO 
For SIMO systems, Sp becomes zero as t here is only one t ransmitter antenna. T hen 
applying 
t o (3.4), an element of t he time-varying SIMO vect or channel model is expressed 
as : 
(3.6) 
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MISO 
As there is only one receiver antenna in a MISO system, zq becomes zero. Then 
applying 
to (3.4), an element of t he t ime-varying MISO vector channel model is revealed 
as: 
Taking t he MIMO M2M channel model in (3 .4) as the base, we analyze the 2D 
scattering environment and 3D scattering environment in t he sections t o follow. 
3.3 2D Scattering Environment 
T he objective here is to simplify the channel model (3.4) expressed above for a 2D 
scattering environment . 
Consider an environment where the multipath is restricted to the azimut h plane 
only (2D scattering environment), having no field components arriving at signifi-
cant elevations. The modal expansion (also known as the J acobi-Anger expansion) 
of a plane wave eikx.¢ is given by [58, page 67] 
00 
eikx.¢ = L Jn(kll x 11)ein(¢x+1r/2-¢) , (3.8) 
n=-oo 
where x (ll xll , ¢x), ¢ (1, ¢) in t he polar coordinates system and In(·) are the 
Bessel funct ions of t he fi rst kind of integer order n . 
Application of (3.8) in (3.4) yields 
00 00 
m=-oon=-oo 
where aP (l , ¢a), bq (l , ¢&), ¢ (1, ¢), (p - (l , c.p) in the polar coordinates 
system and coefficients a~ which characterize the 2D scattering environment sur-
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rounding the transmitter and receiver regions are given by 
(3.10) 
Also note that scattering coefficients a;~ are independent of the transmitter 
and receiver velocities. Hence t he a;~ are invariant to Doppler effects and are 
fixed for a given scattering distribution type. 
Note t hat Bessel function Im(-) for 1ml > 0 exhibits a spatially high-pass 
characteristic. Therefore , as shown in [59], Im(kr) :::::; 0 for 1ml > ker/2, where 
e = 2.71828 .... Using this characteristic of Bessel functions we can truncate t he 
infinite series in (3 .9) to obtain: 
Nh L o:-::nim( kap( t)) In( kbq( t) )e-im(cf>a +1r/2) ein(cf>b+rr/2), (3. 11) 
m=-Nlr n=-NIR 
where Mr= keap(t) / 2, NIR = kebq(t) / 2 and ap(t)aP = sP - tuu is the position of 
t he pth transmitter antenna at t ime t while bq(t)bq = Zq - tvv is the position of 
the q th receiver antenna at t ime t. 
Applying the fact that t here is only one transmitter antenna and one receiver 
antenna in a SISO system to (3. 11), the SISO channel for a 2D scattering environ-
ment can be derived as 
Mr 
hSIS020 (t) rv L MR L a:Im(kut)In(kvt)e-im(cf>u +1r/2)ein(cf>v+1r/2), 
m=-Nlr n=-NIR 
~ 
where ap(t) ap = -tuu , bq (t) bq = -tvv, Nlr = ketu / 2 and NIR = ketv/2. 
3.4 3D Scattering Environment 
(3. 12) 
The objective here is to simplify the channel matrix expression given in Section 3.2 
for a 3D sc3:ttering environment. 
Using the spherical harmonic expansion of plane waves , the plane wave eikx-f) 
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can be expanded in 3D as [58 , page 32] 
= n 
eikx·y = L L in41fjn(kll x ll)Ynm(x)Y:mCY), (3. 13) 
n=O m=- n 
where Jn(r) is the spherical function , which is related to the Bessel function by 
(3. 14) 
and Ynm(-) are the spherical harmonics, which are defined as: 
2n + 1 (n - lml) ! p lml( (}) im'lj; ( I I) I n cos e , 41r n + m . (3.15) 
where O < (} < 1r and O < 'ljJ < 21r are the elevation and azimuth angles, respec-
t ively, P;:,(-) are the associated Legendre functions of the first kind , n is the degree 
and m is the order. 
By applying the spherical harmonic expansion (3.13) in (3.4), we obtain the 
MIMO channel matrix in a 3D scattering environment as: 
= n 
n=O m=- n 
CX) p' 
x ~ ~ eip'1r/21· ,(kb (t))Y* (b )aP' ,q' L L P q p'q' q n,m, (3. 16) 
p'=O q'=-p' 
where 
are the scattering environment coefficients, which characterize the 3D scattering 
environment surrounding the receiver and transmitter regions and are independent 
of the physical configuration of antennas and mobile velocities. 
As spherical Bessel functions exhibit a high-pass nature, t he infinite summa-
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tions in (3.16) can be approximated as 
lVIr n 
h ~~IM 0 3D(t ) rv (4n) 2 L L e-in-rr /2jn(kap(t ))Ynm(a p) 
n=O m=-n 
MR p' 
""' ""' ip' -rr 12 . ( kb (t)) Y * (~b ) p' ,q' X ~ ~ e ]p' q p' q' q an,m ' (3.17) 
p'=O q'=- p' 
where Mr 6 ikeap(t) / 21 and MR 6 1kebq (t )/2l 
As a special case in 3D scattering environment, we apply t he fact t hat t here is 
only one transmitter antenna and one receiver antenna in a SISO system to (3.17). 
Then the SISO channel for a 3D scattering environment can be derived as: 
1VIr n 
hSIS03n(t) rv (41r)2 L L e- imr/2jn(kut )Ynm(u ) 
n=O m=-n 
MR p' 
X L L eip'-rrl2j p,( kvt )~\,(v )a(,'!i , (3.18) 
p'=O q'=-p' 
where Nlr 6 ikeut / 21 and NJR 6 ikevt / 21. 
3.5 Multicarrier M2M Channel Model 
In t his section we are going to extend our single carrier M2M models presented in 
previous sections to a multicarrier M2M model. In single carrier , we formulated 
t ime varying channel model but in mult icarrier , nth subcarrier channel frequency 
response is modeled. 
As before, t ransmitter consists of nr t ransmitting antennas located at positions 
Xp , p = 1, 2, .. . , nr with respect to t ransmitter origin and also receiver consists of 
nR receiving antennas located at posit ions Xq , q = 1, 2, . .. , nR with respect to 
receiver on gm. 
\tVhen a _ broadband signal s(t ) is t ransmitted from t ransmitter origin Ot in 
direction cf> and received signal at time t at t he receiver origin Or from direction 
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(j5 can be written as: 
(3. 19) 
where g( ¢, (p , T) represents the effective random complex scattering gain function 
~ 
for a signal leaving the transmitter scatterer-free region at a direction cp (relative 
to the transmitter region origin) and entering the receiver scatterer-free region 
from a direction (j5 (relative to the receiver region origin) with a channel delay of 
T. 
The transmit signal from the pth transmit antenna located at x P from the 
direction ¢ and received at the qth receive antenna located at Xq in the the direction 
(j5 can be written as: 
(3.20) 
~ 
where tP = (UT + xp) · cp/ c and tq = (VT + x q) · (j5 / c. The terms tP and tq are factors 
that take into account t he position of pth transmit antenna and the velocity of the 
transmitter and position of qth receive antenna and t he velocity -of the receiver 
respectively and c represents the speed of wave propagation. 
To further simplify (3.20), let u p= uT+ x P and u q = vT + x q, then tP = Up·¢/c 
and tq = u q · (j5 / c. Then the received signal at the q th receive antenna from t he pth 
transmit antenna can be written as : 
(3.21) 
By taking Fourier transform of (3 .21 ) with respect to t yields 
(3.22) 
where Yµ ,q(w, Xp, Xq ) = F{yp_q(t , x p, xq)} and S(w) = F{ s(t)} are the Fourier 
transform of the received signal Yp ,q(t . x P. xq) and the transmitted signal s(t) , re-
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spectively. We can write (3 .22) as 
(3 .23) 
where the channel frequency response between the pth transmit antenna and the 
qth receive antenna can be obtained as 
(3 .24) 
Assume f c is the carrier frequency and there are Ns sub carriers with spacing 6.f . 
The channel frequency response at the nth subcarrier between the pth transmit 
antenna located at X p and the qth receive antenna located at Xq can then be 
written as : 
Hp,q(n)= r r 1g(¢, (p , T)e- i21r(fc-(n+0.5)6J)T JnT JnR T 
X e-i(21r /c)(fc-(n+0.5) 6 f) u p·¢e-i(21r/c) (fc- (n+0.5)6f)uq·<p dT d{p d¢, (3.25) 
The channel frequency response H p,q ( n) captures the statistical properties of 
~ 
the frequency selective channel via the random complex scattering gain g( cp , (p , T) 
and physical configuration of the transmitter and receiver antenna array. The 
deterministic properties of the physical configuration is captured via the location 
of the pth transmit antenna located at x P and the qth receive antenna located at Xq . 
Through proper selection of Xp and Xq , this channel model can be applied to any 
transmitter and receiver antenna configuration, that is , without constraining to a 
particular antenna configuration such as uniform linear array or uniform circular 
array. 
Applying this multicarrier channel model to 2D and 3D scattering environments 
will be discussed in Chapter 5 with further analysis of multicarrier channel models. 
3.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter , we have extended the F2M channels proposed in [57] based on the 
underlying physics of free space wave propagation to M2M narrowband channel 
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models and simplified the expressions fo r 2D and 3D scattering environments. In 
addition , t his model is fur t her extended to derive a multicarrier M2M channel 
model. 
\tVhen we compare our model with t he other available models discussed in Chap-
t r 2, we distill t he principal advantages of our model: 
Able to represent any scattering environment - In our model electing suit-
~ 
able g( cp , (p ) represents the effective random complex scattering gain func-
tion. Therefore, it is suitable for any scattering environment even though 
other models only cater for a selected scattering environment uch as one-
ring, two-ring, etc. 
Distance independent - Our model is ind pendent wit h t he dist ance param-
eters relevant to t ransmitter , receiver and scattering environment whereas 
the other models are dist ance dependent . 
T he correlation properties and second order st atistics of the proposed channel 
models are discussed in t he chapters to follow. 
Chapter 4 
Space-Tin1e Correlation 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we analyze the space-time correlation of received signals and chan-
nel temporal correlation related to the novel mobile to mobile (M2M) channel 
model which was introduced in Chapter 3 as a generalized M2M channel model. 
Space-t ime correlation of received signals is the correlation between t he two 
received signals at two different times while channel temporal correlation is the 
correlat ion between the same channel but at two different times. \tVhen comparing 
these correlations, space-time correlation of the received signals has an additional 
dependency on the distance of t he two receivers and t he input signals. 
Many of the statistical properties of the complex envelope can be determined 
from its time correlation, for example, power spectrum can be obtained by Fourier 
transforming the time correlation of the complex envelope and also second order 
statistical properties like level crossing rate and average fade duration , which will 
be discussed in Chapter 6, can also be derived. 
In the literature, [2] is the first paper to discuss M2M space-t ime correlation 
and time correlation. Its analysis was based on the ratio between v and u where v 
denotes the magnitude of receiver velocity and u is magnitude of t he t ransmitter 
velocity. But in this chapter, we claim that the correlation depends on values of u 
and v not t~e ratio v / u. 
Most of the M2M papers available in the literature [13, 22 , 24 , 25, 27- 31 , 35] dis-
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cuss the relat ionship of pace-t ime correlation and time correlation with t ime delay 
and distance between r c iving points or related. As the relationship between t he 
correlation and the properties such as velocity of transmitter , velocity of receiver , 
mean angle of arrival (AoA) and mean angle of departure (AoD) are not analyzed 
in detail in the li terature, we address this gap in our analysis in this chapter. 
l\ Iultiple antenna systems have been studied extensively in the recent past. 
Though multiple antenna systems have helped to achieve high bandwidth efficien-
cies in wireless communication systems, fourth generation mobile communications 
standards LTE (Long Term Evolution) and latest M2M communication systems 
discussed in Chapter 2 still largely depend on the further improvement of multiple 
antenna systems to deliver their future data rates . To further improve multiple 
antenna systems especially in M2M systems, one key challenge is to understand 
the characteristics of the underlying channel between transmitter and receiver an-
tenna arrays , in particular , t he effects of time correlation on the performance of 
multiple antenna communication systems. In t his chapter we extend the space-
t ime channel correlation model proposed in [57] to two dimensional (2D) 12M 
and three dimensional (3D) M2M scattering environments. Using our 12M chan-
nel model we also analyze the time correlation in 2D and 3D environments for 
different angular power distributions , representing the scatterer effect , when the 
transmitter and receiver are moving. 
The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows. The generalized space-time 
cross correlation function between two received signals is discussed in Section 4.2 
while Section 4.3 describes basic channel temporal correlation function and applies 
to our new channel model discussed in Chapter 3. The space-t ime cross correlation 
and temporal correlation functions relevant to our M2M channel model are applied 
to 2D and 3D scattering environments in Section 4.4 and in Section 4.5 respectively. 
Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Section 4.6. 
4.2 Space-Time Cross Correlation 
Consider a multiple input multiple output(MIMO) system with n r transmit anten-
na located at positions Sp, p = 1, 2, .. . ,PL . .. ,p2 , ... , nr from a transmitter ori-
gin and nR receiver antennas located at positions zq, q = 1, 2, ... , q1 , ... , q2 , . .. , nR 
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from a receiver origin , within spheres of radius rr and r R, respectively. 
Let Yp 1 ,q1 (t) and yP2 m(t) denote t he received signals at two antennas located 
on the receiver at points Z q1 and Z q2 from t he t ransmitter with antennas located 
at points s P1 and S p2 , respectively. Then the space-t ime cross correlation function 
between the complex envelopes of Yp1 ,q1 (t) and Yp2 m (t) is defined by [57] 
( 4. 1) 
The t ransmitted signal is a narrowband monochromatic plane wave e iwct , where 
W e is t he angular carrier frequency of t he signal. T he narrowband received signal 
on the qth receiver at point Z q from pth transmit t er at point s P can be written as 
(4 .2) 
where §n is t he n-sphere, k = 27T / A is t he wave number with A being the wave-
length , wdt ( ¢) = 2{ uu · ¢ and wdr ( {p) = 2{ vv · {p are angular Doppler spread 
due to t ransmitter and receiver motion , respectively. Suppose the transmitter is 
moving at a constant velocity magnit ude u in t he direction of unit vector u and 
t he receiver is moving at a constant velocity magnitude v in t he direction of unit 
vector v. Thereby 
( 4.3) 
is the posit ion of the pth transmitter antenna at t ime t and 
(4.4) 
is t he posit ion of t he qth receiver antenna at t ime t. 
The integration in ( 4.2) above is over the cartesian product of the unit circle 
with itself for a 2D mult ipath ( or scattering) environment ( n = 1) or over the 
cartesian product of t he unit sphere with itself fo r a 3D scattering environment 
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(n = 2). 
Assuming a wide sense stationary zero mean uncorrelated scattering environ-
~ 
ment , the second order statistics of th scattering gain function g( ¢ , [p ) can be 
defined as [60] 
E {g (¢, [p )g*(¢', (p1) } 6 G(¢, [p)b(¢ - ¢')b([p - (p1), (4.5) 
where G(¢, [p ) = E { lg(¢, [p ) 12 } characterizes the joint power spectral density 
(PSD) or the joint angular power distribution surrounding the transmitter and 
receiver regions. 
Using (4 .1) , (4.2) and (4 .5), we simplify space-time cross correlation function 
between two received signals, 
where 
(4.7) 
and 
(4.8) 
Th generalized space-time cross correlation funct ion between two received 
signals in ( 4.6) will be applied to the 2D isotropic scattering environment in Sec-
tion 4.4 , and 3D isotropic scattering environment in Section 4.5. 
4 .3 Channel Temporal Correlation 
The channel temporal correlation, which is the correlation b tween the channel 
gain at time t and time t - T can be found from 
cl>(T) 6 E {h(t)h*( t - T)}. (4.9) 
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Using (3.5) and (4.9); the temporal correlation for M2M channel model can be 
written as: 
<D ( 7 ) = J. E { g(¢ , ip )g* ( ¢\ cp')} eiku(-tu ·¢ +(t-T )u·¢') 
X e-ikv(-tv-q3+(t-T)V·ip1 ) d¢ d(p d¢' dcp' ) 
where we have introduced the shorthand f4 6 Jf§nx§n JJ§nx§n · 
(4. 10) 
Using (4.5), t he temporal correlation function in (4. 10) can be furt her simplified 
to 
(4. 11) 
From the equation above it can be seen that the temporal correlation of a M2 f 
~ 
fading channel is described largely by the joint angular power distribut ion G( ¢ , (p) 
and the velocit ies of transmitter and receiver. The generalized space-t ime cross 
correlation function in ( 4.6) and the temporal correlation function in ( 4.11 ) will 
be applied to the 2D scattering environment in t he next section. 
4.4 2D Scattering Environment 
Consider when the multipath is restricted to the azimut h plane only (2D scattering 
environmen ) , having no field components arriving at significant elevations . The 
modal expansion (also known as the Jacobi-Anger expansion) of plane wave eikx.¢ 
is given by [58, page 67] 
00 
eikx.¢ = L l n(kJJ x JJ)ein(¢x+11/2-¢)' ( 4.12) 
n=-oo 
where x (ll x ll ,¢x), ¢ (1, ¢) are in the polar coordinates system and l n(-) are 
the Bessel functions of t he first kind. 
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Application of (4 .12) in (4 .11 ) yields 
CX) 
ci> (T) = L L f3~ Jm(kuT)Jn(kvT) e-im(¢u+n/2)ein(¢v+"/2)' ( 4.13) 
rn=-= n=-CXJ 
where u (1, ¢u), v (1, ¢v), ¢ (1, ¢), (p (1, <p) are in the polar coordinates 
system and coefficients /3~ characterize the 2D scattering environment surrounding 
the t ransmitter and receiver regions and are given by 
(4. 14) 
Since the scatt ering gain function g(¢ , [p ) is periodic in both ¢ and [p , the joint 
PSD G(¢ , [p ) is also periodic in both ¢ and [p. Therefore, using the orthogonal 
circular harmonics as the basis set, G(¢, [p ) can be expanded in a 2D Fourier series 
as : 
CX) 
G (¢ , [p ) = 4:2 L L f3~e-im¢eincp . ( 4.15) 
m=-CXJ n=-CXJ 
ote that ( 4.14) and ( 4. 15) form a Fourier transform pair. Also note that scat-
tering coefficients /3~ are independent of the transmitter and receiver velocities . 
Hence the /3~ are invariant to Doppler effects and are fixed for a given scattering 
distribution type. 
Note that Bessel function Jm(-) for 1ml > 0 exhibits a spatially high-pass 
character. Therefore, as shown in [59], Jm(kr) ~ 0 for 1ml > ker/2, where 
e = 2. 71828. . . . Using this characteristic of Bessel functions we can t runcate 
the infinite series in ( 4.13) to obtain 
J\!R L f3~ Jm ( kilT ) Jn ( kvT )e-im(c/!u+Ti /2) ein(c/!v+n/2)) ( 4.16) 
m=-1\Ir n=-iUR 
vYhere lH r = keu / 2 and JU R = kev / 2. 
\Ye apply temporal correlation and space-time correlation to three classes of 
scattering models. namely 
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1. isotropic scattering, 
2. non-isotropic scattering: separable and 
3. non-isotropic scattering: nonseparable. 
4.4.1 Isotropic Scattering Environment 
Using ( 4 .13) we now recover the classical time correlation result given in [ 2] for 
isotropic scattering environments , i.e., G( ¢, (j5) = 1/ 41r2 . In this case 
/3n = , { 
1 m=n=O 
m O, otherwise 
and the temporal correlation function of the M2M channel becomes 
( 4.17) 
Similarly, t he space-time cross correlation function between two received signals 
lS 
( 4.18) 
4.4.2 Non-Isotropic Scattering: Separable Channels 
~ 
vVhen the effects of the AoD, ¢ are independent of the effects of the AoA, (p , the 
joint angular power distribution G( ¢ , (j5) can be written as 
( 4.19) 
where Grx(¢) = JG(¢, (j5 )d(j5 is the angular power distribution at the transmitter 
and G Rx( (j5) = J G(¢, (j5)d¢ is the angular power distribution at the receiver . 
Fading channels that satisfy ( 4.19) are known as separable channels or Kronecker 
channels. A$ shown in [60], the separability condition ( 4.19) can be assumed when 
there is a single scattering cluster in t he scattering environment. 
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In this case the scattering environment coeffi cients are given by 
( 4.20) 
where 
A number of univariate azimuthal power distribut ions have been proposed in 
the literature for modeling the non-isotropic scattering distribut ions Grx ( ¢) and 
G Rx ( cp) at the transmitter and the receiver; respectively. Few examples of them are 
uniform limited [61], truncated Gaussian [62], truncated Laplacian [63], cosine [61] 
and von-TVIises [64]. These azimuthal power distribut ions are mainly characterized 
by the mean angle of arrival c.p0 ( or departure ¢0 ) and the angular spread u at 
t he receiver ( or transmitter) . In the work on receiver correlation modelling for 
stationary multiple antennas, [65] has derived /30 in closed form for these common 
azimuthal power distribution . To illustrate the strength of t he M2M channel 
model, we consider truncated Gaussian and von-Mises azimuthal power distribu-
tions as examples . 
Truncated Gaussian Distribution - In this ca e the distribution is given by 
G(e) -- 1 e- co-2!0_ )2 I I V e - ea < 7f 
./2ir-u erf( 1r / v'},u) ' (4. 21 ) 
where ea is the mean AoA at t he receiver ( or the mean AoD at the transmit-
ter); u is t he angular spread of the distribution and erf(x) = .}, fox e-22 dz. 
In this case the scattering coefficients at t he receiver and the transmitter are 
well approximated by 
where Uk and u} are the angular spread at the receiver and the transmitter 1 
re pectively and c.p0 and ¢0 are t he mean AoA and th mean AoD at the 
receiver and the transmitter. respectively. 
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von-Mises distribution - In this case t he distribution is given by 
G(e) = 1 eMos(@-@o) 1e - eol < 7r, 
21r Io(r;,) ' ( 4.22) 
where r;, > 0 represents the non isotropy factor of t he distribution and Im(,) 
is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. Note t hat, r;, = 0 represents 
isotropic scattering. The scattering coeffi cients ,B~ and ,80 are given by 
where r;,R and r;,y are the non isotropy factors at the receiver and transmitter 
regions, respectively. 
4.4.3 Non-Isotropic Scattering: Nonseparable Channels 
Statistical dependence between the effect s as a function of transmit and receive an-
gles leads to nonseparable channels. In [60] authors used covariance 'Y = cov( <.p, ¢) 
between transmit and receive angles to capture t his st atistical interdependency 
and introduced several bivariate angular power distributions to model the scatter-
ing channel. We will consider two examples of bivariate angular distributions and 
provide their scattering coefficients ,B~. 
Truncated Gaussian Bivariate Distribution - The power distribution in this 
case is given by 
[
-Q(¢, <.p) l G( ¢, <.p) = Slcexp 2(1 _ 12) , ( 4.23) 
where Ste is a normalization constant such that J f8 1 x s i G( <.p, ¢ )d<.pdcp = 1 and 
where ¢0 is t he mean AoD at the transmitter , ar is the standard deviation 
of the pon truncated marginalized PSD at the transmitter , <.po is the mean 
AoA at the receiver and a R is the standard deviation of the non truncated 
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marginalized P SD at the receiver . T he approximated /3! can be v-1ritten 
as [60] 
Truncated Laplacian Bivariate Distribution - The power distribution in 
this case is given by 
2Q (¢,(()) ) 
1 - ,2 ) ¢, (() E [- 71 , 71 ) ( 4.24) 
where DL is a normalization const ant such thatf fs 1x s1 G(((), ¢)d(()dcp = l , 
Q(¢, (()) is equivalent to the above Gaussian case and K 0 (-) is the modified 
zero order Bessel function of the second kind . The approximat ed scattering 
coefficients /3! are given by [60], 
/3n ,.._, exp ( i m¢o - i n(()o) 
m ,.._, a}m2 - 2, or uRmn + u1n2 + 1 · 
4 .4.4 Simulation Examples 
In this subsection first we study the behavior of t he pace-time cross correlation 
of received signals only in the 2D isotropic M2M environment, and , secondly, t he 
channel temporal correlation function under different 2D scattering environments. 
For all t he simulations we select t he carrier frequency as 5.9 GHz, which is r served 
for I21I in IEEE 802. llp standards, for channel temporal correlation for a ten 
symbol period delay and 0.0001s as a symbol duration. 
2D Isotropic Scattering Environment 
\\-e discuss space-time cross correlation under the 2D isotropic scattering environ-
ment ,,·hile channel temporal correlation is discussed under different 2D scattering 
environments . 
Fig. -±. 1 and Fig. -±.2 show magnitude of space-time correlation vs normalized 
receiYer distance and time delm· for two different velocities of t ransmitter and 
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Figure 4.1: Space-time correlation between two received signals in 2D isotropic M2M 
environment when both transmitter and receiver are moving at 36 km/ h . 
receiver in 2D isotropic M2M environments. In both cases receiver and transmitter 
velocities are same. In [2], the ratio of velocities, defined as a ( a = v / u) is equal 
to 1 in both simulations. But the above simulation results show t hat when the 
velocity is higher then change rate is higher , related to time delay axis. Note also 
that when time delay is zero , t he correlation is equal for both simulations. 
von-Mises Univariate Distributions 
The contour plots of magnitude of the channel temporal correlation after 10 sym-
bol period versus magnitude of t ransmitter velocity ( u km/ h) and magnitude of 
receiver velocity ( v km/ h) are shown in Fig. 4.3. In this simulation we use t rans-
mitter moving direction, <Pu = 0 and receiver moving direction , <Pv = 0. We plot 
three different graphs namely: 
(a) Isotropic scattering distributions at both sides, 
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F igure 4 .2: Space-time correlation between two received signals in 2D isotropic M21VI 
environment when both transmitter and receiver are moving at 108 km/ h. 
(b) Receiver ide - isotropic and transmitter side - von-Mises scattering with 
mean AoD cp0 = 30° and K,T = l O, and 
(c) Receiver side - isotropic and transmitter side von-Mises scattering with 
mean AoD ¢0 = 0° and K,T = 10. 
Simulation results of case (a) shmi:s t hat when the scattering is isotropic in both 
receiver and t ransmitter sides, the time correlation is high ( correlation > 0.3 ) 
until both transmitter and receiver reach velocities of 45 km/ h . In addition , dif-
ferent mm·ing directions of transmitter or receiver ha no impact on correlat ion. 
According to the results shown in Fig. 4.3 (b) and (c) when the receiver side i 
isotropic and the transmitter side scattering is von-f\Iises distributed. the receiver 
can moYe much faster than t he transmitter to achieve same correlation figure. 
:\'ext ,,-e analyze the relationship bet\Yeen hr and mean AoD in Fig. 4.4. The 
figur shmYs the contour plot of magnitude of t he channel temporal correlation 
after 10 symbol period in: ( a) both sides isotropic scattering distributions. (b) 
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Figure 4.3: The channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol time period in 2D 
M2M environment. ( a) Both transmitter and receiver sides isotropic scattering. (b) 
Receiver side - isotropic and transmitter side - van-Mises scattering with mean AoD 
c/>o = 30° and r;,y = 10 ( c) Receiver side - isotropic and tranQ.mitter side - van-Mises 
scattering with mean AoD ¢0 = o0 and r;,y = 10. 
receiver side - isotropic and t ransmitter side - von-Mises scattering distributions 
with mean AoD ¢0 = 30° and K,y = l 00 and ( c) receiver side - isotropic and 
transmitter side - von-Mises scattering distributions with mean AoD ¢0 = o0 and 
K,y = 100 versus transmitter velocity ( u km/ h) and receiver velocity ( v km/ h). The 
angle of direction is zero for both transmitter and receiver movements. Simulation 
results show that when the receiver side is isotropic and the transmitter side has 
von-Mises sc9-ttering distribution , the time correlation is independent of mean AoD 
¢0 for higher value of K,y. 
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Figure 4 .4 : The channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol time period in 2D 
j\I2l\I environment. ( a) Both transmitter and receiver sides isotropic scattering. (b) 
Receiver side - isotropic and transmitter side - von-Mises scattering with mean AoD 
cbo = 30° and ~T = 100. (c) Receiver side - isotropic and transmitter side - von-Mises 
scattering ,vith mean AoD ¢0 = o0 and ~T = 100. 
,Yhen analysing the impact of different t ransmitter and receiver directions and 
mean angle of arrival and departure, both showed similar behavioral relationships 
\Yith temporal correlation. Because of this similar behavior , here we present only 
the impact of mean angle of arrival and departure in Fig. 4.5. The figure shows 
the contour plots of magnitude of the channel temporal correlation signals after 10 
symbol period Yersus mean AoA and mean AoD in: ( a) transmitter and receiver 
,·elocities equal to 20 km/ h and (b) transmitter and receiver velocities equal to 50 
km/ h. Simulation results sho\\· that highest correlation occurs when mean AoA 
and mean AoD are multiples of 180° including o0 and 180° (e.g .. (o0 .o0). (0°.180°) . 
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Figure 4.5: The channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol time period in 2D 
M2M environment and both sides von-Mises scattering distributions with r;,R = r;,T = 3. 
( a) Transmitter and receiver velocities equal to 20 km/ h. (b) Transmitter and receiver 
velocities equal to 50 km/ h -
etc., are highest correlation points). In addition, the lowest correlation point occurs 
when mean AoA and mean AoD are equivalent to 90° , 270° , 450° , ... , (e.g. , ( 90° , 
90°)). Also the figure shows that the correlation is higher when both transmitter 
and receiver are traveling at lower velocities keeping other factors unchanged. 
The analysis of the impact of correlation when transmitter and receiver are 
moving at different velocities is shown in Fig. 4.6. The figure shows the contour 
plots of magnitude of the channel temporal correlation after 10 symbol period 
versus mean AoA and mean AoD in: (a) transmitter and receiver velocities equal 
to 20 km/ h _and . 50 km/ h; and (b) transmitter and receiver velocities equal to 
50 km/ h and 20 km/h. These results also confirm that the highest correlation 
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F ig ure 4 .6 : The channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol time period in 
2D }I21I environment and both sides von-f\Iises scattering with /<i, R = ri,T = 3. (a) 
Transmitter and receiver velocities equal to 20 km/ h and 50 km/ h (b) Transmitter and 
recei,·er Yelocities equal to 50 km/ h and 20 km/ h 
occurs "·hen mean AoA and mean AoD are multiples of 180° including o0 and 
180° (e.g .. (0°. 0°) . (0°. 180°) . etc .. are the highest correlation points) . and the 
lo\\·e t correlation points occur ,,-hen mean AoA and mean AoD are equivalent to 
90°. 270°. "-.!50° ... . . (e .g .. (90°. 90° )). 
Truncated Gaussian Bivariate Distribution 
\Ye haYe selected truncat ed Gau sian biYariate distribution to analyze the relation-
ship bet,Yeen biYariate di tribution and channel temporal correlation. Example 
graphs used for the anah·sis are shm,·n in Fig. 4. 7 and Fig. 4 .. For the bivariate 
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distribution , 'Y = cov ( u, v) represents the statistical interdependency as a function 
of transmit and receive angles. Theoretically in separable situation, when 'Y = 0, 
it should be equivalent to two truncated Gaussian univariate distributions , which 
is confirmed by our results. 
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Figure 4. 7: The channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol time period in 2D 
M2M environment with mean AoD = o0 , mean AoA = 180° and O"t = O"r = 60°. (a) 
Truncated Gaussian bivariate distribution with 'Y = 0. (b) Truncated Gaussian bivariate 
distribution with 'Y = 0.5. ( c) Truncated Gaussian bivariate distribution with 'Y = 1. 
4.5 3D Scattering Environment 
In this section, based on our M2M channel model we derive the temporal correla-
tion function for a general 3D scattering environment. The temporal correlation 
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Figure 4.8: The channel t emporal correlation after T = 10 symbol time period in 
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60° ( a)Truncated Gaussian bivariate distribution with --y = 0 (b) Truncated Gaussian 
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function is characterized by the joint angular power distribution at the t ransmitter 
and receiver antennas and the velocities of transmitter and receiver antennas . As 
a special case. in t his section we consider separable cattering environments , i. e., 
t h angular power distribut ion at the r ceiver is independent of that at the t rans-
mitter. In this ca e. using the von Mises-Fisher distribution as an example for t he 
angular power distribut ion at each encl of the channel, we calculate the temporal 
correlat ion function for several fading scenarios and discuss the usefulness of it. 
Using the spherical harmonic expansion of plane waves , t he plane wave eikx ·fJ 
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can be expanded in 3D as [58 , page 32] 
oo n 
eikx-y = L L in47rjn(kJJxlJ)Ynm(x)Y:mOJ), ( 4.25) 
n=O m=-n 
where Jn(r) is the spherical function defined in (3.14) and Ynm(·) are the spherical 
harmonics defined in (3.15). By applying the spherical harmonic expansion ( 4.25) 
in (4.11), we obtain 
oo n 
n=O m=-n 
CX) p XL L eip1r f2jp(kvT)~~(v) f3~'.~ ) ( 4.26) 
p=O q=-p 
where 
( 4. 27) 
are the scattering environment coefficients which characterize the 3D scattering 
environment surrounding the receiver and transmitter regions. 
According to ( 4.26), in addition to scattering coefficients, temporal correla-
tion depends on t ransmitter and receiver velocities ( u and v) and time between 
two received signals ( T). Simulation results in section ,t 5 .1 further explain these 
relationships. 
As shown in [66], spherical Bessel functions will exhibit a high-pass nature. 
Therefore, using this property the infinite summations in ( 4.26) can be approxi-
mated as : 
Mr n 
<P(T) =(41r) 2 L L e-in1r /2 jn(kuT)Ynm(u) 
n=O m=-n 
MR P 
X L L eip1r f2 jp(kvT)~~(v) f3~:~ ) ( 4.28) 
p=O q=-p 
where Nr 6 f 1rerr / >. l and N R 6 f 1rer R/,q. 
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Special Case: Separable Channels 
In this section we consider a special case of the joint angular power distribution 
G( ¢, (p ) and derive the scattering environments coefficients /3~;?-n corresponding to 
this special case. 
When the AoD ¢ is independent of the AoA (p , the joint angular power distri-
~ 
bution G( ¢ , (p) can be written as : 
where 
Grx( ¢) = ( G( ¢, (p )d(p , }§2 
is the angular power distribution at the transmitter , and 
( 4.29) 
is the angular power distribution at the receiver. Fading channels that satisfy (4.29) 
are known as separable channels or Kronecker channels. As shown in [60], the sep-
arability condition ( 4.29) can be assumed when t here is a single scattering cluster 
in the scattering environment. 
In this case, the scattering environment coefficients are given by 
13r,q = 130,0 13p,q 
n,m n,m O,O, ( 4.30) 
where 
(4. 31 ) 
are the scattering environment coeffi cients at the transmitter and 
are the scattering environment coeffi cients at the receiver. 
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Power distributions are mainly characterized by the mean angle of arrival 
<po ( or departure </>o) and the angular spread CJ at the receiver ( or transmitter). 
A number of univariate power distributions in 3D scattering environments have 
~ 
been proposed in the literature for modeling the scattering distributions Grx( </>) 
and GRx('P) at the transmitter and the receiver , respectively. Few examples are, 
isotropic model [61], uniform limited azimuth/ elevation model [65] and spherical 
harmonic model [65] . 
In this section we use the 3D von Mises-Fisher model to characterize the scatter-
ing power distribution at each end of the channel. In addition, using our temporal 
correlation function ( 4.26) , we derive the temporal correlation function for the 
M2M channel in a 3D isotropic scattering environment. 
4.5.1 Examples 
In this subsection firs t we study the behavior of space-t ime cross correlation of 
received signals only in 3D isotropic M2M environment and secondly channel tem-
poral correlation function under two example scattering distribut ions and their 
simulation results. For all the simulations we selected carrier frequency as 5.9 
GHz. We use symbol duration, T8 = 0.0001 seconds and delay, T = lOTs for 
channel temporal correlation examples, . 
3D Isotropic Scattering Distribution 
~ 
If the waves are transmitted uniformly to all directions in 3D space, i. e., Grx ( </> ) = 
1/ 27f2 , the scattering environment coefficients at the transmitter is given by: 
00 ~' n=m=O 
{ 
1 
/3 ' = V 47f n ,m 
0, otherwise. 
Similarly, if the waves are impinging on the receiver uniformly from all direction 
in 3D space, i.e., GRx('P) = 1/ 27f2 , the corresponding scattering environment 
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coeffi cients at t he receiver are given by: 
p = q = O 
otherwise. 
Using (4 .28) , the temporal correlation function of the 3D M2M channel for 3D 
isotropic scat tering distribution becomes 
( 4.32) 
Similarly, space-time cross correlation function between two received signals is 
( 4.33) 
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Figure 4 .9: Space- time correlation between two received signals in 3D isotropic 12M 
environment when both transmitter and receiver are moving at 36 km/ h. 
The space-t im correlation between received signals in the 3D isotropic envi-
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Figure 4.10: Space-time correlation between two received signals in 3D isotropic M2M 
environment when both transmitter and receiver are moving at 108 km/ h . 
ronment are shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10. In comparing t hese results with the 
results of 2D isotropic cases discussed in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, it is observed that 
the first decorrelation happens at half wavelength distance between two receivers 
when t ime delay is zero for 3D isotropic while t he decorrelation happened before 
half a wavelength for 2D. The observation of 3D isotropic related correlation being 
lower than 2D isotropic after the first decorrelation point when other condit ions 
remain same can be justified by t he fact that 3D isotropic has more potential to 
receive more independent signals than 2D after direct signals. In addition, Fig. 4.9 
and Fig. 4.10 also confirm t hat correlation depends on v and u not on t he ratio 
v/u. 
The magnitude of the channel temporal correlation after 10 symbol period 
versus magnitude of t ransmitter velocity and magnitude of receiver velocity are 
shown in Fig. 4. 11 and contour plot of t he same is shown in Fig. 4.12 , where both 
transmitter and receiver scattering distribut ions are isotropic. In this simulation, 
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t ransmitter and receiver are movmg with zero el vation and zero azimuth an-
gles with respect to referenc points. The simulation result shows a high degree 
of correlat ion (> 0. 3) until both t ransmit t er and receiver reach 20 m/s and re-
duces to zero temporal correlation when t ransmitter and or receiver are at 25 m/s. 
Even though the i otropic environment is hard to find in real-world, the above 
derivations and simulations were performed to give a complet e mathemat ical and 
theoretical analysis. 
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F ig ure 4 .1 1: The channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol t ime periods in 
3D M2M environment where both transmitter and rec iver scattering distributions are 
isotropic. 
von M ises-Fisher Distribution 
The von J\ Iises-Fish r distribut ion in a 3D cat tering environment is defined as [67], 
( 4.34) 
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Figure 4 .12: Contour plot of the channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol 
time periods in 3D M2M environment where both transmitter and receiver scattering 
distributions are isotropic . 
where K > 0 represents the non isotropy factor of the distribution. ote that 
K = 0 represents isotropic scattering. As shown in [68], the scattering environment 
coefficients ,8~·~ and ,B{;·g corresponding to the von Mises-Fisher distribution are 
, , 
given by 
and 
p_p,q _ pr;:;_ 1 ( ) 4 * ( ) 
f--'o,o - V 2-2- sinh KR IP+! KR 2p + l Yp ,q 1Po ' 
1,, 
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where Kr and 1-,,R are the non isotropy factors at the transmitter and receiver 
regions , re ·pectively and Im ( ·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. 
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Figure 4.13: The channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol time periods in 3D 
M2M environment where both transmitter and receiver scattering distributions are von 
Mises-Fisher with K = 1. 
Assuming both transmitter and receiver sides are of von Mises-Fisher distri-
bution and separable channels , the magnitude of the channel temporal correlation 
after 10 symbol period is shown in Fig. 4.13 and contour plot of the same is hown 
in Fig. 4.14. In this simulation , transmitter and receiver are moving with z ro ele-
vation and zero azimuth angles with respect to reference points. In addition , AoA 
and AoD also have zero elevation and azimuth angles with respect to reference 
point . In this situation a high degree of correlation (> 0.3) is shown until both 
reach 25 m/s, but when compared to isotropic case rate of reduction of temporal 
correlation is less. 
The same equation and simulations can be used to understand the impact of 
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Figure 4.14: Contour plot of the channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol 
time periods in 3D M2NI environment where both transmitter and receiver scattering 
distributions are von Mises-Fisher wit h K, = l. 
t he eight angles ( elevation and azimuth angles of transmitter velocity, receiver 
velocity, AoA and AoD) o the temporal correlations. One example of different 
angles is shown in Fig. 4. 15 where transmitter azimuth and elevation angles are 30° 
and other angles remain at zero. In this situation the receiver is reaching the same 
temporal correlation at lower velocit ies t han the all angles zero example. Hence the 
rate of reduction of temporal correlation is higher with respect to receiver velocity 
whereas temporal correlation related to transmitter velocity remains same in both 
cases. 
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Figure 4.15: Contour plot of the channel temporal correlation after T = 10 symbol 
t ime periods in 3D M2M environment where both transmitter and receiver scattering 
distributions are von Mises-Fisher with r;, = 1 and transmitter is moving in azimuth 30° 
and elevation 30° and other angles remain at zero . 
4.6 Contributions and Conclusions 
Contributions from t his chapter can be summarized as follows. 
1. Our generalized channel temporal correlation given in ( 4. 13) is suitable for 
any 2D scattering environment by selecting coeffi cients /3; which character-
ize the 2D scattering environment surrounding the transmitter and receiver 
regions . Similarly it can be applied to space-time correlation of received 
signals as well. 
2. The novel generalized channel temporal correlation given in ( 4.26) can be 
used for any 3D scattering environment by selecting coeffi cients /3~'~ which 
, 
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characterize the 3D scattering environment surrounding the transmitter and 
receiver regions. Similar derivation is applied to space-time correlation of 
received signals as well. 
3. Addressing the gap found in t he literature, in this chapter in addition to 
the time delay and receiver antenna spacings , the effect of transmitter ve-
locity, receiver velocity, AoA and AoD to channel temporal correlation are 
discussed under M2M scattering environments for the first time in M2M 
channel models. 
We have presented unique generalized expressions for space-time cross corre-
lation and channel temporal correlation functions that are capable of capturing 
2D and 3D M2M general scattering environments characterized by the power dis-
tribution surrounding the transmitter and receiver antenna array region, antenna 
placement at the transmitter and receiver and velocities and the traveling direc-
tion of the transmitter and receiver. These expressions can be used to identify 
the required spacing between antennas of the receiver systems for a given power 
distribution, transmitter movement and receiver movement. In addition, many 
of the statistical properties of the complex envelope can be determined from its 
time correlation, for example, power spectrum can be obtained by performing the 
Fourier transform, the t ime correlation of the complex envelope and also second 
order statistical properties such as level crossing rate and average fade duration 
can also be derived. 

Chapter 5 
Space-Frequency Correlation 
5 .1 Introduction 
vVe detailed our novel channel models in Chapter 3 and developed t he t ime corre-
lation of t hose models in Chapter 4. This chapter is devot ed to the development 
of expressions for the space-frequency correlation at t he receiver in t ime invariant 
frequency selective multicarrier mult iple input multiple output (MIMO) mobile t o 
mobile (M2NI) channel model int roduced in Section 3.5 . 
vVhen analyzing t he literature, we came across two cont ributions related t o fre-
quency correlation of 1VI2M channel models . In [69], t hey have derived closed-form 
space-time frequency (STF) correlation functions for Iv'IIMO NI2M mult icarrier 
Ricean fading channels in non-isotropic scattering environments based on the two 
ring model with single and double bounced rays . In [70], t hey have presented 
a double ring NI2I f channel model based upon a three dimensional (3D) STF 
correlation function via combining t he antenna pattern , Doppler shift and delay 
profile. 
'\Ne ident ified that t he cont ribut ions in literature are specific to t he environ-
ments and the discussion of t he impact of t ransmitter and receiver velocity is 
lacking in those contribut ions. Nlot iva ed by those gaps in t he literature, we 
propose our generalized framework of space-frequency correlation in mult icarrier 
M2r f channel environments. Our obj ec ives in this chapter are mainly twofold , 
first o int roduce the generalized framework that can be used for any multicarrier 
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l\I21 I environment, and secondly to discuss the impact of transmitter and receiver 
velocity in space-frequency correlation. 
In this chapter we extend the fixed to mobile (F2M) space-frequency correla-
tion model at the receiver side in closed-form applicable in two dimensional (2D) 
and 3D cattering environments discus d in [71] to the M2M environment. We 
used modal analysis approach introduced in [65] to derive a space-frequency corre-
lation in the M2M environment. The proposed M2 f space-frequency correlation 
captures t he spatial information of t he channel through antenna locations while 
frequency selectivity of the mult ipath channel is captured through joint angular 
power delay distribution. The importance of the proposed framework is demon-
strated by applying it on an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 
system, which is discussed in Section 5.4. The proposed framework is useful for re-
alistic performance evaluation and comprehensive understanding of MIMO M2M 
multicarrier systems especially for system designing. The current ly used high 
speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) and long term evolut ion (LTE) radio ac-
cess technology are providing a very large increase in data transmission capacity 
in mobile networks. This is being matched and even exceeded by a corresponding 
increase in the demand for data from users of t he latest data hungry devices and 
applications . Even though they are mainly focusing on F2M applications today, 
it will be required for M2M applications tomorrow. Our proposed model will play 
an important role in order to achieve these future requirements. 
The rest of thi chapter is organized as follows. We introduce multicarrier 
MIMO M2M space-frequency correlation for 2D and 3D scattering environments 
in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we discuss four different joint angular power delay 
distributions , which can be used for further analysis of space-frequency correlation. 
VVe simulate space-frequency correlation in different situations in Section 5.4. Fi-
nally, Section 5.5 concludes the chapter. 
5.2 Space-Frequency Correlation 
Space-frequency correlation function is a useful indicator of dependencies as a 
function of space and frequency. In MIMO M2M multi-carrier systems, the space-
frequency correlat ion cI, s1(n , m) between then-th subcarrier related to p1-th trans-
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mit antenna and q1-th receive antenna and the m-th subcarrier related to p2-th 
transmit antenna and q2-th receive antenna is given by 
(5 .1 ) 
where E {-} is t he statistical expectation operator , Hp1 ,q1 (n) is the channel fre-
quency response at the n -t h sub carrier related to p1 -th t ransmit antenna and 
qi-th receive antenna, Hp2 ,q2 ( m) is t he channel frequency response at the m-th 
subcarrier related to p2-th t ransmit antenna and q2-t h receive antenna and (, )* 
denotes the complex conjugate operation . By substituting Hp,q(n) from (3.25) we 
obtain , 
<P s1(n,m)= r r 1 r E {l g ( ¢ 1 , 'P1 , T )e-i21r(Jc-(n+0.5 )L j)TdT JnT JnT DR JnR T 
X 1 g * ( ¢2 ' 'P2 ' T) e - i21r(Jc-(m+0.5)Lj)T dT } 
X e-iiwnUpl ·¢1 eiiwmUp2 ·¢ 2e-iiwnUql ·'P1 eiiwmUq2 ·'P2 d¢1 d¢2 d(pl d (p2, (5 .2) 
where wk= 21r (Jc - (k + 0.5)6.f) . 
Equation (5 .2) can be further simplified as, 
~ 
q> sf ( n , m) = r r 1 P( ¢, (p , T )e-i21r(m-n) L j T e-ii(wnUpl - Wm Up2) ¢ 
JnT JnR T 
X e-ii(wnUql -WmUq2) ·cp dT d ¢ d (p , 
P( cf> , (p , T) is t he joint angular power delay profile denoted as 
(5.3) 
v\ e apply t his generalized space-frequency correlation in (5. 3) to 2D and 3D scat-
tering environments in next two subsections. 
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5.2 .1 2D Scattering Environment 
In deriving the space-frequency correlation function for a 2D scattering environ-
ment , we use the cylindrical harmonic expansion of plane waves [58, page 67], 
e-i(WnUpl -WmUp2)·ifJ/c in (5.3) Which Can be expanded as 
Similarly, e-i(wnUql -WmUq2) ·cp/c in (5. 3) can be expanded as 
CX) 
e-i(wnUql -WmUq2) ·cp/c = L /ei£(1/Jq1,q2-1/J) Je( ~ II (wn U q1 - Wm UqJ II). (5.5) 
C £=-oo 
By substituting (5.4) and (5 .5) in (5.3), we obtain 
CX) 
X L ieei£(1/Jqim-1/J) Je( ~ ll(wnUq1 -wmu q2 )ll)dTd¢d<p. (5. 6) 
C 
e= - oo 
Space-frequency correlation for the 2D scattering environment can be further sim-
plified to 
CX) 
<I> s1(n, m) = L L f3k,e(n, m)ikik¢P1,P2 
e=-00 k=-oo 
where 
) 
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are the scattering environment coefficients which characterize t he 2D scattering en-
vironment surrounding the transmitter and receiver antenna arrays and P ( ¢, (p , T) 
is the joint angular power delay dist ribution of M2M system. Note that scatter-
ing coeffi cients J3k,e( n, m) are independent of the transmitter and receiver velocity. 
Hence the J3k,e(n , m) is invariant to Doppler effects and is fixed for a given scat-
tering distribution. 
2D angular-delay profile 
~ 
The joint 2D angular power delay distribution of M2M system, P( cp , (p , T) can be 
expressed using spatial basis functions on scattering free circles of t he receivers 
and transmitters. Using cylindrical harmonics, 
00 00 00 00 
P (¢ , (p , T) =LL LL J3k,e(n, m) e-i21t (m-n)6fT e- ik</!e - if'l/J _ (5 .9) 
n=O m=O k=O f=O 
This will be further analyzed in Section 5.3 by applying to specific scatterer density 
models. 
5.2.2 3D Scattering Environment 
In a similar manner , we derive t he space-frequency correlation function for a 3D 
scattering environment using the spherical harmonic expansion of plane waves [58, 
page 32], e- ii(wnUpl -WmUp2)·¢ in (5 .3) Which is expanded as 
00 
1 ~ 1 
e-ic(wnUpl -Wm U p 2 ) ·¢ = 4w L ikjk( - 11 (wnUp1 - WmUp2) II) 
C k=O 
k 
X L Yk,v(Up1,p2)Yk\(¢) , 
v=-k 
(5.10) 
where Jk(r:) is the spherical function defined in (3. 14) , U p1,p2 = (wnUp1 - wmu p2 ) / II (wnUp1 -
wmu p2 )II and Ynm( ·) are t he spherical harmonics defined in (3. 15). By applying 
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the spherical harmonic expansion (5. 10) in (5.3), we obtain 
(5 .11) 
where 
_ ~ ~ -i271(m-n) 6.fT * ~ * ~ ~ ~ 
1
71 1 71 f3k,e(n, m) -
0 0 
P (cp , <p , T)e Yk,v( c/> )Ye,u(r.p ) dcpd<p . (5. 12) 
3D angular-de lay profile 
Using spherical harmonics of scattering free spheres of the receivers and transmit-
~ 
ters, the joint 3D angular power delay distribution of M2M system , P( cp , (p , T) , 
can be expressed as [66], 
oo oo oo k oo e 
P (¢, (p ,T) = LLL LL L f3k,e( n ,m) e-i271(m-n) 6. fT yk~v( 4>)Ye:u((p ). 
n=O m=O k=O v=-k e=O u=- /!. 
(5 .13) 
5.3 Joint Angular Power Delay Distribution 
The joint angular power delay distribution, P( ¢, (p , T) is a joint function of the 
~ 
AoD , cp , angle of arrival (AoA), (p and the time of arrival (ToA) , T. As a special 
case, assuming AoD is independent with AoA and ToA, the function P( ¢, (p , T) 
can bed composed to P (¢ , (p , T) = P(¢)P((p, T). 
Next , to express the joint ToA/ AoA density in terms of the original scatterer 
density function, 1 t the xy coordinate system be defined such that the transmit -
ter is at the origin and the receiver lies on the x axis. Then by relating polar 
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coordinates to rectangular coordinates t hrough the following equations, 
and in [72] the joint ToA/ AoA density function as follows: 
113 
(5. 14) 
(5 .1 5) 
(5 .16) 
where the distance between transmitter and receiver is D and Px,y ( ·, ·) is a scatterer 
density function. Few examples for scatterer density function are Elliptical and 
Circular scattering models in [72], Gaussian scatterer density model in [73] and 
inverted parabolic spatial distribut ion model in [7 4] . vVe map the above general 
model in (5 .16) to a few specific scatterer density models in the subsections to 
follow. 
5.3.1 Uniform Scatterer Density Model 
vVhen the scatterers are uniformly distributed within an arbitrarily shaped region 
R A with an area A , t he scatterer density function is given by 
{ 
1/ A 
Px,y(x, y) = O x and y E R A 
otherwise 
(5.17) 
In this special case , the joint ToA/ AoA probability density function (pdf) reduces 
to 
(5 .18) 
where the appropriate range of , and ip are assumed. 
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5.3.2 Elliptical Scattering Models 
Joint ToA/ AoA pdf at the receiver is same as the above uniform scatter model 
but area of an ellipse is given by A = 1rambm. The case when (p = 0 is considered 
separately; due to the zero/ zero condition which occurs when substituting and 
directly into the expression of (5 .18) we can rewrite elliptical scattering models as 
fo llows : 
P((p,T) = 
(D2 - T2c2)(D2c + T2c3 - 2Tc2 D cos((p)) 
41rambm(D cos( (p ) - Tc)3 
c(D + Tc) 
41rambm 
0 
D ~ _j_ 
- < T < Tm , r..p 1 0 
C 
D ~ 
- < T < Tm , r..p = 0 . 
C 
otherwise 
(5.19) 
5.3.3 Inverted Parabolic Spatial Distribution 
Scatterers here are randomly located with a Cartesian "inverted parabolic" spatial 
density 
{ 
2 (x - D )2 + y2 
- 7r R2 [ 1 - R2 J 
Px ,y(X; y) - O 
whenever (x - D )2 + y2 < R 2 
(5.20) 
otherwise 
In this special case , the joint ToA/ AoA pdf r duces to 
(5 .21 ) 
By substituting r6 = (D 2 - T2c2)/2(D cos( (p) - Tc) we obtain 
~ C [l - (TC)2][1 + (TC)2 - 2TC cos([p)J P(r..p . T) = -- D D D 
21r D ( cos( (p ) - 7; )3 
x (R) - 4{( R)2-1 - [ l- (~)2 ] 2+[l- (~)2Jcos( (j5) } (5 .22) 
D D 2 ( cos ( (p ) - 7;) cos ( (p ) - 7; 
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Figure 5.1: Space-frequency correlation function across subcarriers on two receive 
antennas placed D = 0.25>. apart for the elliptical scattering model in 2D M2M envi-
ronment. 
and P(cp,T) = 0 when (rbcos(cp)-D) 2 + (rbsin(cp)) 2 < R 2 is false. 
5.4 Examples 
In this subsection we simulate space-frequency correlat ion developed above by 
applying it on a MIMO OFDM system with f c = 5.25 GHz, N s = 64 sub-carriers 
~ 
and 6f = 250 kHz , P( cf>) = 1/21r. The joint angle delay power distribution 
P( cp, T) at the receiver aperture is modeled using elliptical scattering model derived 
in [72] and inverted-parabolic (IP) spatial distribution model derived in [74]. 
The space-frequency correlation function as a function of the subcarrier number 
for the elliptical scattering model and IP model are shown in Fig. 5. 1 and Fig. 5.2, 
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Figure 5.2: Space-frequency correlation function across subcarriers on t wo receive an-
tennas placed d = 0.25>- apart for the inverted-parabolic model in 2D M2M environment. 
respectively. vVe carry out t he simulations with the same assumptions and values as 
in [71] which was performed for F2M syst ems. The two receive antennas are locat ed 
on t he x-axis symmetrically about the receiver origin and separated by a distance 
D = 0.25,\ . Similar results are observed for both scattering distributions where 
space-frequency correlation decreases as the frequency separation increases and 
high space-frequency correlation is observed at adj acent subcarriers (see Fig. 5.3 
for the contour plots of <J? 51 (n, m) for t he IP model shown in Fig. 5. 2). 
In Fig. 5.4 we analyze space-frequency impact due to transmitter and receiver 
velocit ies, for which the contour plot in Fig. 5.5 clearly indicates the fact that when 
t ransmitter or r ceiver velocity increases , the space-frequency correlation will be 
reduced in small amounts. 
Similar set of simulations can be carried out usmg (5. 11) wit h suitable 3D 
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Figure 5.3: Contour plot of the space-frequency correlation function shown in Fig. 5.2 
for the inverted-parabolic model in 2D M2M environment. 
scattering environments. 
5.5 Contributions and Conclusions 
Contributions from this chapter can be summarized as follows. 
1. Our generalized space-frequency correlation given in (5.7) is suitable for any 
2D scattering environment by selecting coefficients /3z,a(n , m) which charac-
terize the 2D scattering environment surrounding the transmitter and re-
. . 
ce1ver reg10ns. 
2. The _novel generalized space-frequency correlation given in (5. 11) is made 
to be suitable for any 3D scattering environment by selecting coefficients 
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Figure 5.4: Space-frequency correlation function across subcarriers on two receive an-
tennas placed d = 0.25), apart for the inverted-parabolic model in 2D M2M environment. 
f3z, a ( n , m ) which charact erize the 3D scattering environment surrounding the 
t ransmitter and receiver regions. 
3. Addressing the gap found in the literature, in this chapter the effects of 
t ransmitter velocity and r ceiver velocity to space-frequency correlation are 
discussed under M2 f scattering environments for the first time for M2M 
channel models. 
Thus. a framework has been proposed which can be used to calculate the 
space-frequ ncy correlation in multicarrier M2M communication systems. The 
proposed framework capt ures t he space dimensionality of the channel t hrough 
physical antenna positions while the random frequency selective multipath field is 
capt ured through a general joint angular power delay distribution P( J; , (p , T). 
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Chapter 6 
Second-Order Channel Statistics 
6.1 Introduction 
Mathematical channel models are part and parcel of communication system de-
signs , where second order statistics become more important at the final stage of 
the design. The level crossing rate (LCR) is a measure of the rapidity of the fad-
ing. It quantifies how often the fading crosses a certain threshold, usually in the 
positive-going direction. The average fade duration (AFD) quantifies how long the 
signal spends below the threshold. These are two important second order statis-
tics to assess system characteristics such as handoff, velocities of the transmitter 
and receiver , and fading rate [75, 76]. The main applications of mobile to mobile 
(M2M) systems are in mobile ad hoc wireless networks and intelligent transport 
systems which are discussed in Section 2.2. In this chapter we discuss LCR and 
AFD in M2M wireless communication channels under isotropic and non-isotropic 
scattering environments. 
In the literature, LCR and AFD in M2M channels have been discussed under 
various environments for numerous channel models. Akki and Harber [2 , 9] , who 
were the first to propose a M2M channel model, focused on single input single out-
put (SISO) M2M Rayleigh fading radio channel under non line of sight conditions 
and also derived LCR and AFD for the same M2M channels. In [77] and [76] , LCR 
and AFD .are derived for three dimensional ( 3D) analytical model and 3D wide-
band model respectively, for which they used von-Mises scattering environment 
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and Ricean fading channel. 
The papers [78] and [79] presented the fading behavior by analyzing LCR and 
AFD of the received envelope of tvl2M fading channels in relay-based cooperative 
networks under line of sight (LoS) conditions and non LoS conditions respectively. 
In [80], LCR and AFD expre sions are developed for non-isotropic M2JVI Ricean 
channels. 
In this chapter we use our 12M channel model discussed in Chapter 3, based 
on free-space wave propagation, where the scatt ring environment surrounding 
the transmitter and the receiver is characterized using a random scattering gain, 
which is a function of angle of arrival (AoA) and angle of departure (AoD) to 
derive and simulate LCR and AFD. vVe discuss second order statistics of Rice, 
Rayleigh and Nakagami fading channels for four different non-isotropic scattering 
environments , namely, Truncated Gaussian distribution and von-Mises distribu-
tion under separable channels and Truncated Gaus ian bivariate distribution and 
Truncated Laplacian distribution under non separable channels. Rayleigh fading 
is a special case of both Rice and Nakagami fading. Unlike previous analysis of 
LCR and AFD for JVI2M channels , our analysis in this chapter covers Rayleigh and 
N akagami environments in addition to Rice environment for the first time in the 
literature. 
6.2 Second-Order Channel Statistics 
6 .2 .1 M oments of C hannel Temporal Corre lation Function 
To calculate LCR and AFD of a channel vve need to derive expressions for t he 
zeroth. first and second moments of t he channel temporal correlation function 
cl> (T). vVe define the nth moment of t he channel temporal correlation function 
as [81] 
bn = ~ dncl>(T) 
in clTn (6.1 ) T=O 
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Two Dimensional (2D) Case 
For 2D general scattering environments , the temporal correlation function of the 
M2M channel, as given in ( 4.16) , 
MR 
~ /31:n lm( kuT) In ( kvT )e-im(</Ju+1r/2) ein(</Jv+1r/2). (6.2) 
m=-Nlr n=-NIR 
From (6.1), the zeroth moment of (6.2) can be written as 
= <1> ( O) = 13g . (6 .3) 
Theorem 1: The first moment of the 2D general channel temporal correlation 
function , b1 , can be expressed as: 
kv 1 ·,i.. 1 . , ku o ·,i.. o ·,i.. b = -((3 et'/"V _ 13- e-t({)v) + -((3 e-t'i"U _ (3 et'/"u) 
1 2 0 0 2 1 -1 ) (6.4) 
for which, the proof is given in Appendix A.1. 
Theorem 2: The expression for second moment of the 2D general channel tem-
poral correlation function , b2, is given as 
k2v2 k2u2 -
b2 =-4-(/3Jei2¢v + 213g + f3o2e-i2¢v) + -4-((3ge-i2¢u + 213g + /3~2ei2¢u) 
+ k
2:v (f3f ei(</Jv-</Ju) - f31le-i(</Jv+ </Ju) - /3~1 ei(</Jv+</Ju) + /3 : Jei(<f;u-</Jv)). (6.5) 
The proof is detailed in Appendix A.2. 
For 2D isotropic scattering environments, the coefficients of the joint angular 
power distributions are given in Subsection 4.4.1 , where 13g = l and all other 
(3~ = O; 
Applying these values to (6.3) , (6.4) and (6 .5), b0 = l , b1 = 0 and b2 = k
2 (u:+v2 ) . 
In a similar manner , the coefficients for 2D non-isotropic scattering environments 
also can be derived. 
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3D Case 
For 3D general scattering environments, the temporal correlation function of the 
i\ I2 i\ I channel, as given in ( 4. 26), 
oo n oo p 
<P (T) =(41r)2 L L e-in7i/2 jn(kuT )Ynm(u ) LL eip7i /2 j p(kvT)Y/q( v )f3~:c:n . 
n=O m=-n p=O q=-p 
From (6.1 ), the zeroth moment of (6.6) can be written as 
T=O 
Theorem 3: vVe simplify b1 in Appendix A.3 to obtain 
Theorem 4: Similarly we simplify b2 in Appendix A.4 to obtain 
b ( ~)2(2k
2
'u
2
e-i7i * (~) ~ (~) o.o k2u2 (~) * (~) o.o 2 = - 411 15 Y00 v L Y2m u /32,m - - 3-Yoo u Y00 v f3o.'o 
m=-2 
2k2uv ~ (~) ~ * (~) 1 q + 9 L Yim U L Ylq V /31:m 
m=-1 q=-1 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
2k2u2ei7i 2 k2v2 
+ 15 Yoo(u ) L y;~(v )/36."6 - -3- Yoo(u )Yo~(v )f3g'g). (6.9) 
q=-2 
For 3D isotropic scattering environments . t he coefficients of the joint angular power 
dist ributions are given in Subsection 4.5 .1. ·wh re 13g,g = 1 and all other /3~:1:n = O; 
Applying thee \·alues to (6 .7) . (6.8) and (6 .9) . b0 = 1 . b1 = 0 and b2 = k
2 (u:+v2 ) . 
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6.2.2 Level Crossing Rate 
The LCR, mathematically denoted as N R, is defined as the expected rate at which 
the envelope, r , crosses a specified signal level, R, in the positive direction and is 
given by [82] 
(6.10) 
where r indicates t he t ime derivative of rand p(R, r) is the joint density function 
of r and r at r = R. 
The expressions for NR in Rayleigh [83], Rice [81], and Nakagami [84] models 
are as follows: 
NRayleigh (p) = b2 bi pe-p
2 
bo - b5 · ft ' (6 .11) 
where p = R/ ~ = R/ Rrms is the normalized envelope level and bn is the nth 
moment of the channel tern poral correlation function ( denoted by <I> ( T)) of t he 
fading envelope, and given by 
(6. 12) 
T=O 
For Rice [81 J we have 
NRice(P) = 
b2 bi 2v K + 1 - K-(K+ l)p2 
-b - b2 . 3/2 . pe 
0 0 7r 
r 1r12 
x Jo cosh(2) K(K + l )p cos B) 
X [e-x2 sin28 + 0fxsin(B)erf(xsinB)JdB, (6.13) 
where cosh ( ·) is the hyperbolic cosine function, erf( ·) is the error function , 
(6. 14) 
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and the parameter x = j I<bi/ (b0 b2 - bi) . 
Rayleigh and Rice distribut ions effi ciently describe the multipath propagation 
in ,vireless communication under non LoS and LoS conditions ; respectively. The 
symbol J{ designates the Ricean factor (ratio of t he LoS component power to the 
diffuse component power). When J{ is increased; the ratio of Los power to scatter 
pm,·er increased while t he fluctuation range of t he received signal shrinks. 
Finally. for Nakagami [84] 
{b:; (mp2)m-( l/2)e-mp2 
NNakagami (p) = v ~ · vf2Tif ( m) ; (6 .15) 
where f (-) is t he gamma function and mis the shape parameter. 
6.2.3 Average Fade Duration 
The average fade duration is t he t ime the envelope r spends below some specified 
value R . which is given by [82] 
_ p(r < R) 
r= . NR , (6. 16) 
where p(r < R) means the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the given 
fad ing model. The CDFs of Rayleigh; Rice and Nakagami models can be written 
in terms of normalized envelope level; p as: 
? 
FRayleigh (p) = 1 - e-p- . 
FRice(P) = 1 - Q(,/'2K. j2(K + l )p2 ) ; 
f (m. mp2) 
F i\akagami(P) = f (m) · 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6. 19) 
\\·here Q( ·. ·) and f (- . ·) are the ~Iarcum-Q and incomplete gamma functions. re-
specfr,·ely. According to (6 .16). AFD of Rayleigh. Rice and Nakagami models can 
b fo und using rele, ·ant CDFs and LCRs. 
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For M2M channel in 2D isotropic scattering environment , substit ut ing b0 = 
1, b1 = 0, and b2 = k2 (u2 + v2)/2 as det ailed in Section 6.2.1 to (6. 11), (6.13) 
and (6.15), we derive LCR for relevant models and similarly, derive AFD for all 
t hree models. Final closed form expressions of LCRs and AFDs for M2M channel 
in 2D isot ropic scattering environments are summarized in Table 6.1. 
In a similar manner , for M2M channel in 3D isotropic scattering environment 
substituting b0 = 1, b1 = 0, and b2 = k2 (u2 + v2)/3, given in Section 6.2.1, we 
derive LCR and AFD for all t hree models. Final closed form expressions of LCRs 
and AFDs M2M channel in 3D isotropic scatt ering environment are summarized 
in Table 6.2. 
6.3 Simulations 
In this chapter , we present two simulation results to corroborate the equations 
defined in Table 6.1 , which could be extended t o all other equations wit h different 
parameters in a similar manner . To compare LCR, we have used Rayleigh fading 
channels with 2D isotropic, 2D non-isotropic separable Gaussian , separable von-
Mises , non separable Gaussian and non separable Laplacian. In a similar manner, 
for the comparison of AFD , we have used Nakagami fading channels with 2D 
isotropic, 2D non-isotropic separable Gaussian , separable von-Mises, non separable 
Gaussian and non separable Laplacian. 
In all t he simulations, we have used carrier frequency as 2.435 GHz, transmit-
ter velocity as 10 m/s, receiver velocity as 10 m/s, maximum Doppler frequencies 
(transmit ter and receiver) as 90.86 Hz and Nakagami fading channel fading pa-
rameter as 0.65. 
In analyzing Fig. 6. 1, LCR for Rayleigh fading channels, it shows that non-
isotropic case is better than isotropic as t he LCR is lower for non-isotropic than 
isotropic. Further , we note t hat while Gaussian separable and non separable re-
sults are more closer to 2D isotropic, separable von-Mises shows t he best results 
compared t o all other scattering environments, as it always has low LCR values 
wit h t he given parameters. In addit ion , we experienced similar results in terms of 
AFD for Nakagami fading channels as shown in Fig. 6. 2. 
As seen in Fig. 6.3 , LCR values are lower in 3D t han in 2D under all t he fading 
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Table 6.1: M2M 2D iso tropic scattering environment LCR and AFD equations 
Rayleigh Model Rice Model N akagami Model 
~ 2 (I< + l )(u2 + v2) · kpe- 1<- (l<+ l )p2 · J0 (2.ipJ I< (J.: + 1)) ~ . k(m p2)11, -( 1/2\,- 11, 1? · · kpe-P 7f 27f r ( rn) 
~ ( er,2 - 1) 27f (1 - Q(/21<, J 2(J< + l )p2)) c '< +( i< +1)p2 47f l' (rn, ·n1,ri) kp (I< + l )(u2 + v2) Jo(.j · 2pJK(I< + 1)) kp u2 + v2 /.,;( 7n,p2)111-( 1/2) (' - Hl/12 2 
Table 6.2: M2M 3D isotropic scattering environment LCH. and AFD equations 
Rayleigh Model Rice Model Nakagami Model 
R 2 (J< + l )(u2 + v2) · kpe-K- (J<-1- i)fl2 · Jn (2_jpJJ<(J( + l )) { ''2 + v2 . l.:('111.1i)111 - (1/2)( ,- 111(!2 · kpe-p 
7f 37f (j7r 1'( '111) 
? (1 - Q( /21<, J2 (!( + l )p2)) e K + ( ,,+I) ri2 J '(u1., ·111,rl) 37f ( r,11- - l ) 37f (j7r 
'll2 + '/)2 k:p (I< + l )(u2 + v2) 
.lo(.j · 2pJ J<(I< + 1)) k:p '//,2 + '/)2 /,:('n ip2) 111 - ( I /2) (' - 111 /! ·2 
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channels considered , namely Rice , Rayleigh and Nakagami. Similar results are 
observed in Fig. 6.4 for AFD which evidence better results for 3D than 2D . 
(e) 
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Figure 6 .1: LCR in Rayleigh environment when scat tering is (a) 2D isot ropic (b) Sep-
arable Gaussian ( c) Separable von-Mises ( d) Non separable Gaussian ( e) Non separable 
Laplacian. 
6.4 Experimental Validations 
For experimental validation , we used the dat a collect ed in two urban locations, 
around Georgia Tech and Atlanta GA [76) and highway in Germany [39]. The 
det ails of t he settings for t he urban locat ions and highway in Germany are sum-
marized in Table 6.3. 
The graphs in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 compare the simulated LCR and AFD with 
the measured LCR and AFD t aken from Fig 2(a) and 3(a) of [76], relevant t o urban 
area M2l\lI channel model. For our simulations we used the same parameters as 
used in [76] and average Rice factor , K = 2.43. As t his experimental environment 
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10-5 c___ _ ___,_ _ (b_)----'--------'-----------L--~---'---~--~--~--
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p dB 
Figure 6.2: AFD in Nakagami environment when scattering is (a) 2D isotropic (b) Sep-
arable Gaussian ( c) Separable von-Mises ( d) Non separable Gaussian ( e) Non separable 
Laplacian . 
represents Rice model which means t hat receiver gets a part of the transmitter 
signal directly, measured data exactly tallies with Rice model simulation. 
In Fig. 6. 7 and Fig. 6.8 , we compare the simulated LCR and AFD with the 
measured LCR and AFD taken from Fig 8 of [39] relevant in highway M2M chan-
nel model. The same parameters are used in our simulation as in experiments and 
average Rice factor , K = 1.73. As in urban environment , this highway experi-
mental environment also represents Rice model which means receiver receives line 
of sight portion of transmitter signal directly. Hence our Rice model simulations 
closely fit to the experimental data results . 
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Figure 6.3: (l )LCR in 2D Isotropic M2M environments (2)LCR in 3D Isotropic M2M 
environments. 
6.5 Contributions and Conclusions 
In this chapter , using underlying physics of wave propagation in free-space , we have 
analyzed second order st atistics such as LCR and AFD of M2M channels under 
isot ropic and non-isotropic scattering environments. The derived formulas can 
be used for any practical M2M communication applications to analyze AFD and 
LCR and thereby to be used for channel parameter design/ selection criteria such 
as choosing the frame length of coded packetized systems, interleaver opt imization , 
efficiently cornbatting the burst of errors due to long fades and etc. In addit ion, 
using our 3D M2M channel model, closed form expressions of level crossing rate 
and average fade duration for Rayleigh , Rice and Nakagami models are derived. 
Comparisons of 3D with 2D simulation results show 3D results are better t han 
2D in all t he t imes. These LCR and AFD expressions can be used to analyze the 
impacts due to transmit ter or receiver velocities in different fading models. T he 
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simulation results corroborate the experimental data perfect ly which are discussed 
in Sect ion 6.4. 
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Table 6.3: Experimental settings 
Georgia Tech, Atlanta Germany Highway 
Channel Wideband Narrowband 
measurements at 2.435GHz at 5.2GHz 
Maximum Doppler frmax = f Rmax f Tmax = f Rm ax 
frequencies 90.86Hz 500Hz 
Distance between D = 300m D = 300m 
Tx and R x 
Moving directions ,r = rR ,r = rR 
of Tx and R x 0 0 (assumed) 
Antennas Omnidirectional with Omnidirectional with 
of Tx and R x 6.H = 0 6.H = 0 
10' 
Measured - Urban area 
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Figure 6.5: LCR in 2D isotropic M2M Rayleigh, Rice , Nakagami distributed environ-
ments and measured in urban area environment. 
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Figure 6. 7: LCR in 2D isotropic M2M Rayleigh, Rice, N akagami distributed environ-
ments and measured on a highway. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
In this final chapter , we summarize the key findings of our research and general 
conclusions drawn from the t hesis. Furt her , few fut ure research directions arising 
out of this research are proposed. 
7.1 Conclusions 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, though mobile to mobile (M2M) systems are promising 
in catering the communication requirements in t he fut ure, t he amount of research 
dedicated towards facing the challenges of t he t ime-varying nature of t he M2M 
fading channel in the literature is very sparse. In filling t his gap, we have delivered 
few major contribut ions in our research and the conclusions drawn are summarized 
in this section. 
The major contribut ion of our research is t he int roduction of t he novel M2M 
channel model for 2D and 3D scattering environments, which can be used as a 
framework for any scattering environment by selecting suitable complex scattering 
gain functions. This channel model is the only mathematical non geometrical 
stochastic M2M channel model available so far . Further , we extend this novel 
model t o multicarrier M2M which is t he first mult icarrier channel model in non 
geometrical stochastic M2M category. 
We analyze in detail space-time correlation and space-frequency correlation of 
received signals in our novel M2M channel model specially wit h t ransmitter and 
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receiver velocities. The impact of t ransmitter and receiver velocit ies on correlation 
in I\ I2I\ I channel models has not been addressed in the literature and we fi ll this 
gap with our analysis. T he simulation results verify that corr lation reduces when 
transmitter or receiver velocity increases in space-time correlation and the rate 
of reduction in von Mises-Fisher distribution scattering environment is more than 
the isotropic environment. 
In addition; we analyze second order statistics of our novel M2M channel model 
and compare with available experimental results. This analysis confirm that our 
mathematical model perfectly verifies the experimental results. 
7. 2 Suggested Future Work 
Although our research in this t hesis was able to cont ribute and provide valuable 
insights into M2M channel modeling, t here are many outst anding problems yet to 
be answered. In this section we out line few of them. 
Experimental results - Lack of channel measurement capabilit ies has limited 
our contribut ions to propose M2M channel models and carry out related anal-
ysis. vVe could verify only for second order statistics of M2M channel wit h 
existing experimental values in t he literature where t he results are discussed 
in Chapter 6. T hose experimental values were not enough for a complete 
verificat ion of our novel channel model where more meaningful and relevant 
measurement data is needed. T hus, we suggest t hat future research should 
be directed to introduce more measurement campaigns which would help in 
identify ing and developing correct channel models comparing accuracy and 
complexity of each model. 
Velocity Estimator/ determine t he velocity of t he mobile term inals - It 
is shown in [85] that the estimation of t he velocity of the mobile unit of F2M 
will improve the design of handoff algorithms; cell architectures and dynamic 
channel assignments. This can be more effective if applied in M2M systems 
but only one recent paper [86] discusses about M2M velocity estimator. Few 
of F2I\ l estimation methods are zero-crossing rate (ZCR) of the inphase or 
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quadrature phase components [87], t he rate of maxima (ROM) of t he re-
ceived signal [88], spectral moment expression of the received signal [85], 
t he spectral moments of the in-phase and quadrature phase components [89] 
and the usage of Doppler processing of a signal received from a single an-
tenna [90]. A potential research area would be t o take our novel channel 
model as t he base and identify the estimation methods for mobile units in 
M2M environments . 
Impact of moving scatterers - In this thesis one of t he main assumpt ions is 
the stationarity of the scatterers. But in real environment due t o t he low 
elevation of t he t ransmit ter and receiver , t he scatterers are non-stationary. 
Therefore our novel channel model and its analysis can be extended to in-
corporate the non-st ationary property of t he scatterers. For t his, [91] can be 
taken as a guideline which is t he only paper published in t he literature in 
t his regard. 
Single model for relay networks - As ment ioned in Chapter 1, relays in wire-
less networks consist of a cascade of F 2M and M2M links. Due to the com-
bination of F2M and M2M, relay channels do not resemble t he propert ies of 
either M2M or F2M channels. As the M2M novel channel model int roduced 
in t his thesis is based on t he F2M model in [57], by combining these two 
models, a novel relay channel model can be introduced and investigated . 

Appendix A 
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1 
The first moment of t he two dimensional (2D) general channel temporal correlation 
function, b1 , can be expressed as 
= ;cp'(T) 
T=O J T=O 
By substituting cJ) (T) from (6.2), 
Using the fo llowing propert ies of Bessel function to simplify (A.2) 
J~(z) = - Jv+1(z) + ~ Jv(z) , 
z 
J~(z) = l v-1(z) - ~Jv(z), 
z 
results in 
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(A.l ) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
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Simplifying further with T = 0, 
Finally, 
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, given in Appendix A, t he second moment of 
the channel temporal correlation function for 2D general scattering .environments 
can be written as 
1 d2cp(T) b = -cp11(T) 
2 = ~ d 2 J T T=O T= O 
By substituting cp(T) from (6.2) , 
M r MR d2 
b2 = - L L dT2( f3;;. Jm(kuT) Jn(kvT)e-im(c/Ju +1r/2)ein(¢v+ 1r/2)) 
m=-lvl r n=-NlR T= O 
Using (A.3) , (A.4) and (A.5), 
l\Ir M R d k L L f3;;. dT ( 2v Jm(kuT)( Jn- 1(kvT) - l n+1(kvT)) 
m=- 1\Ir n=- J\! R 
+ k;L Jn(kvT) (Jm- 1(kuT) - Jm+1(kuT)))e-im(c/Ju+1r/2)ein(¢v+1r/2) 
T=O 
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Simplifying further with T = 0, 
Mr MR k2 2 
b2 = - L L /3~J -f lm(O)(Jn-2(0) - 2Jn(O) + l n+2(0)) 
m=-Mr n=-NIR 
k2u2 
+ - 4-Jn(O)(Jm- 2(0) - 2Jm(O) + l m+2(0)) 
+ k
2
:V ( l n-1 (0) - l n+l (0)) ( l m-1 (0) - l m+l (0)) )e- im(¢u+1r/2) ein(¢v+1r/2), 
resulting in 
k2v2 . . k2u2 . . 
b2 = -4-(/35ei2¢v + 213g + f3o2e-i2¢v ) + -4-(/3ge-i2¢u + 213g + /3~2 ei2¢u ) 
+ k:uv (/3iei(¢v-¢u) _ 1311e-i(¢v+¢u) _ /3~1 ei(¢v+¢u) + /3= t ei(¢u-¢v) ). (A.6) 
A.3 Proof of Theorem 3 
T he first moment of the channel temporal correlation function for 3D general 
scattering environments can be written as 
By substit ut ing <I>( T) from (6 .6) , 
1 d((4?T) 2 ""00 ""n e-in1r/2J· (kuT)Y. (u) ""00 ""p eip1r / 2J· (kvT)Y* (v) f3 p,q b _ _ L.m =O D m=-n n · nm D p=O D q=-p p pq n ,m 
1-j h 
(A.7) 
Using the following property to simplify (A.7), 
(2n + 1) djn(kx) . . 
k dx = nJn- 1(kx) - (n + l )Jn+1(kx) (A.8) 
results in 
oo n k 
1 2 " " - /? ~u ( . ( b1 = - -:-(411) (L...,, L...,, e-in" - 2n + 1 nJn- 1 kuT) J n=O m=-n 
00 p 
- (n + l)Jn+1(kuT))Ynm(u ) L L eip1r/2 jp(kvT)Yp~(v )/3~:?n 
p=O q=-p 
oo n oo p k 
+ L L e-in1r/2jn(kuT)Ynm(u ) L L eip1r/2 2p/: l (PJp- 1(kvT) 
n=O m=- n p=O q=-p 
T=O 
Finally, 
b l ( )2( -i1t/ 2 ku Y * (~) [~7 (~) /30,0 y (~)/30,0 y; (~) /30,0] 1 = - -;- 411 e - 00 V I 1- 1 U 1 _ l + 10 U 1 O + 11 U 1 1 J 3 ' , , 
+ kv y; (u ) [e-i1t/2y / (v)/31,-1 + Y:* (v )/31,0 + ei1r/ 2y:* (v )/31,1]) 3 00 1- 1 0,0 10 0,0 11 0,0 · 
A.4 Proof of Theorem 4 
T he second moment of t he channel temporal correlation function for 3D general 
scattering environments can be written as 
Using (A.8) , 
b _ ~ d2cD (T) 
2 - ·2 d 2 J T 
= - cp"(T) 
T=O T=O 
b2 = \ (411 )2( f :t e-in1r/2k2u2n( (n - l)j:~~~u;) - njn(kuT)) 
J n=O m=-n 
00 p 
X Ynm (u) L L eip1t/2jp(kvT)Yp~(v )/3~:;n 
p=O q=-p 
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CX) p 
X Ynm(u ) LL eip7r /2jp(kvT)Y/q(v) f3~:in 
p=O q=-p 
~ ~ -in7r;2ku(nJn-1(kuT) - (n + l )Jn+1(kuT))Y. (~) 
+ L L e 2n + 1 nm u 
n=O m=- n 
X ~ ~ eip7r/2kv(pJp-1(kvT) - (p + l )Jp+1(kvT))Y* (v )f3P,q 
L L 2p + 1 pq n,m 
p=O q=- p 
CXJ n 
+ L L e-in7r/2jn(kuT)Ynm(u ) 
n=O m=-n 
CXJ n 
- L L e-in7r/2jn(kuT)Ynm(u ) 
n=O m=-n 
Finally, 
2k2 2 i1r 2 k2 2 V e v (~) ~ * (~) /32,q V (~) * (~) 0,0) + 15 1 oo u L Y2q v o,o - -3- Yoo u Yoo v f3o,o . 
q=-2 
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